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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
WILLIAM'S TROUBLES

HOPEWELL

IN

HOPEFUL
That the
Will Be

Joint Statehood Bil
Passed by the 58th

Congress and That Albuquerque Eastern Will
Soon Be Built.

AMENDMENTS

Three Congressmen

in Place of Two
in Cash to Be Given

New Commonwealth.

The Natives Defeated After a Hard
Fight Germans Lose Two
Officers.
The foreign office
Berlin, April
received today tlue following dispatch
froni Colonel Leutwein, the Governor
of German Southwest Africa: "With
the united principal division and the
western division I attacked the enemy's chief force, about 3,000 strong at
Onganjira. The heroes were in strong
position on the hill
fronting the northwest. We first flanked and then forced back the enemy's
wing, attacking their center and right.
Two energetic attacks of the enemy
The
against our left were repulsed.
enemy's position was broken through
at nightfall after eight hours' hard
fighting and the enemy driven back on
all sides. Our losses include Lieutenant Von Esteroff and Von Erffa and
two cavalry men were killed, Lieuten
ant Rosenberg and five men were
severely, and five men slightly wounded. The enemy's loss was not ascertained but it must have been heavy,
owing to our artillery fire."

away."

ready

New York, April 11 The experi
ments on the efficacy of the old formula known as the Bordeaux mixture for
the purification of water and the destruction of the fever germs as well
as the mosquitoes in the stagnant
pools and marshes is under way in this
city. It is claimed by the officials of

the agricultural department at Washington that the mixture is a prepara
tion of copper sulphate, lime and water
used for many years in spraying trees,
is shown by the work of experts in the
south to be an absolute eradicator of
typhoid germs and malaria germs and
that the water systems of large cities
can be purified at a small expense. The
officials claim the result as one of the
greatest strides in recent years towards improving the public health.
FLOODS ON THE

ST. LAWRENCE

law.

Mr. Hopewell believes from what he
found out in Washington that the joint
statehood bill will pass the House of
representatives with the amendment
above as It has been reported, within
the next two weeks; there will be several amendments in the Senate, one of
them to increase the number of congressional representatives from two to
three; another to give the new state
of Arizona $10,000,000 for the purpose
of paying a portion of the territorial
debts of what is now New Mexico and
Arizona, the remainder to be used for
the public school fund of the new
state; there may be "more minor
amendments, the utility and necessity
of which is now being discussed by
Senators of both parties. He does not
believe that the bill will pass the U.
S. Senate this session but with the
amendments made will surely pass
during the short session of the present
Congress and that the constitutional
convention as well as the election of
state officials and the ratification of
the constitution will take place during

the year 1905.
The House committee will not fight

Trains

Delayed The Situation
mains the Same.

Re

Montreal, April 11 The flood situa
tion in this city and vicinity remains
unchanged. There is no danger at
present for the city proper, the water
being lower than It was yesterday and
six feet below the top of the permanent dyke. Across the St. Lawrence
at La Prairie, St. Lambert and
which were flooded yesterday,
the water has entirely receded, but
the Verdun municipality west of Montreal and on the same side of the river
is still flooded. The only thing to be
feared is a heavy warm rain. Trains
from out of town points are all delayed by floods in the surrounding coun
try. Thus far no lives have been lost.
Lon-guei-

l,

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL
River and Harbor Bill Considered and
Committee Appointed to Investigate Postoffice Department.

Washington, April 11 The postof
and it is understood that when fice appropriation bill was laid before
the bill goes to conference, the confer- the Senate today with the Culberson
ence committee will sustain and adopt amendment and take under considera
tion. The amendment provides for a
. them.
Mr. Hopewell, who is a staunch committee of three Senators and five
statehood advocate, no matter at what representatives to Investigate the
price, believes that if statehood shall postoffice department.
not be accepted by the people of the The River and Harbor Bill Considered.
Washington, April 11 The House to
two territories under this bill that
they will have to wait many a long day went into the committee ofof the
the
moon for another chance to vote for whole for the consideration
statehood. It is also his opinion that emergency river and harbor improve
at the national Republican convention ment bill.
in Chicago, a plank declaring for joint
statehood for the four territories will
CHIN.
H PflBSON
l)e inserted.
As to railroad situation, as his name
implies, he has some hopeful news. Reverend Jackson Kidnaps a Lady and
Is Arrested By the Sheriff.
,
He is now reasonably sure that actual
construction work on the Albuquerque
Clay Center, Kansas, April 11 Great
Eastern Railroad from Moriarty station to Albuquerque a distance of 44 excitement was caused here today
miles will commence within a short when the Reverend John Jackson, a
time and that not many months will minister of Denton, Texas, kidnapped
elapse before construction on other his own baby and made an attempt to
important branches contemplated by escape with it in a buggy. He was
the Santa Fe Central Railway will be captured by the sheriff after an excit
commenced and prosecuted. Ab to the ing chase. The baby was restored to
particulars concerning these plans he its mother. Mr. and Mrs. Jackson had
would not talk, believing in this case separated and recently she returned
"
that silence was golden and for the here to her parents.
benefit of the projects which are un
der consideration by certain capital
ists who will visit New Mexico within two years' investigation, exploration
the next' 30 day3 for the purpose of and development
that the coal in the
looking carefully over the field and sat- Hagan coal fields is very extensive
isfying themselves personally as to the will produce largely and that as good
feasibility and money making results a quality as found in the United States,
of the projects.
Considering the fact that capital has
The Albuquerque Eastern will, of been very timid of late the outlook for
course, be built in connection with the the building of the Albuquerque East
Hagan coal fields owned by the New ern and of the other extensions con
Mexico Fuel and Iron Company, as it templated is certainly remarkably
hag been demonstrated and that after good.

the above amendments if made by

the-Senat-
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Russians Kill Two Chinese.
New Chwang, April 11 An official
explanation was issued today of the
firing of guns last night from the forts
here, which caused a certain amount
of excitement and the killing of two
It appears that owing to the
Chines
fact that the officers of the garrison
did not understand the system of cus
toms flash signals, in use at the
mouth of the river, for the purpose of
signalling the depth of the water on
the bar, so as to put to sea, the fire
was opened last night at some pilot
boats and outward bound merchantmen. These vessels were sighted by
the forts some time after midnight and
at 12:30 the artillery opened fire on
shots being
the vessels, twenty-fou- r
fired. The effect of this fire has not
been reported up to noon today, but
the firing caused excitement among
the troops, during which the sentry
fired and killed two Chinese. It was
generally supposed that the Japanese
had made an attack on this place.
New Chwang Practically Closed to
Commerce.
Chee Foo, April 11 A Chinese
steamer has just returned from New
Chwang. The port pilots would not
respond to her signals for them to
take the steamer up the river. Two
British steamers found themselves in
the same predicament. The port of
New Chwang is practically closed to
commerce.
Shots Exchanged on the Yalu.
Paris, April 11 A St. Petersburg
dispatch says some further exchange
of shots have occurred between the
Russians and the Japanese along the
borders of the Yalu River.
Japan Buys More Warships.
London, April 11 The two battleships ordered in England by Japan will
be exceedingly powerful, their length.
445 feet, exceeding that of the most
23
powerful British battleships by
feet In order to meet the capacity of
the beam
docking accommodations,
and draught have been fixed at 78 feet
and 26 feet respectively. Each will
have a displacement of 16,400 tons.
Their main batteries, it is said, will
be the most powerful yet devised, conguns,
sisting of each four twelve-incfour ten-incguns.
and five
The armored belt at the water line will
arbe nine inches thick, with
mor continuing to the level of the
dock. A new feature will be a superstructure of four-inc- h
armor, insuring
that no part of the upper works will be
unprotected. They are to have a speed
of nineteen knots and will be able to
discharge eleven tons of projectiles
per minute from their .main batteries.
h

h

six-inc- h

six-inc- h

The

REDUCED

Text of the Regulations as
Furnished the New Mexican by
Full

Delegate Rodey.

Two Men Killed and Several Men
Wounded The Sultan of Taraca
Very Hostile.
Washington, April 11 The following
bulletin was posted by the war depart
ment today: "General Wood reports
that he invited the Sultan of Taraca to
meet him at Vicars March 31, for con
sultation and that the latter refused
and instead made extensive hostile
The marching columns
preparations.
from Marahut and Vicars left on the
second April to assemble the cavalry.
The Vicars' column was fired into all
night, ten miles from Vicars and one
enlisted man was wounded. The Mara
hut column was strongly resisted at
the mouth of the Taraca River al
though every effort was made to ac
complish a peaceful landing, two en
listed men were wounded. The com
bined forces assembled in the valley
number of hosApril 4th and a lal-gtile fortified cottas which they occupied, were destroyed from April 4 to
7. The troops then returned to their
proper stations. Newcomb of Company K. Seventeenth
Infantry and
Wampler of Company D, Twenty-thirInfantry was killed."

For the benefit of old soldiers living
the order
of the commissioner of pensions with
reference to age pensions is not yet in
print, the New Mexican takes pleasure
in publishing the enclosed correspondence between Delegate Rodey and the
county sioner of pensions. It will give
full information to the old soldiers living h the Territory as to what their
rights are under the now famous order
of thf President and Commissioner
Wai. (
"Washington, April 2, 1904.
t,
"Horn,, able B. S. Rodey, House of Rep- GOVERNOR
in New Mexico, and because

St. Petersburg, April 11 The Associated Press is Informed officially, that
up to the present hour the govern
ment has not received any advices of
any Easter disturbances anywhere in
Complete quiet
European Russia.
reigns according to all reports, from
all the Jewish centers of population.
Japanese Landing More Troops in
Corea.
Paris, April 11 Official advices re
ceived by the French government today confirm the press dispatch announcing that Japan's first army con
sisting of four army corps, is now com
pletely landed in Corea and the sec
ond army, consisting of similar num
ber of army corps, is about to start.
The points of the debarkation of the
second army Is unknown.
Russian Easter Being Celebrated.
St. Petersburg,. April 11 The Easter
merrymaking is in progress, business
is suspended, the government departments are closed and the bulletin
boards are bare, except for the order
'of the mobilization of the naval re
serves. The new model Russian three- inch quick firing guns, firing eighteen
shots per minute are being issued to
the artillery college of St. Petersburg
for the purpose of instructing the senior cadets in the handling of these
pieces. Lfner
Russia Purchases Trans-AtlantiBerlin, April" 11 The Russian gov'-ernment has not yet ceased in its pur
linchases of German Trans-Atlanti- c
ers.-.
It is assorted that, negotiations
are pending" for the purchase of a con
siderable number of German vessels.
These are to be armed and together
with the Smolensk and the Orel of the
Black Sea fleet are to form the flying
squadron of fast cruisers. The Fuerst
Bismarck which has been renamed the
The
Don, will join the squadron.
Russian government is alleged' to be
negotiating also with the French
Trans-Atlantiqu-

LIMIT

Euro

There Were
Disturbances
pean Russia During the Easter
Celebrations.
in

no

Recently Promulgated by Com'
"
missionerWare and of Great
Interest to All Veterans.

AGE

Also Disposes of a Few.

COREAN

IRRIGATION IN

IN MINDANAO

AFRICA

General Manager W. S. Hopewell of
the New Mexico Fuel and Iron Com- pany, returned to the city yesterday
after a two weeks' visit In the east,
where he has been hobnobbing with
the political grandes and railroad
magnates of the country. To a New
Mexican reporter, Mr. Hopewell unbosomed himself on political matters DESTRUCTION OF
to a certain extent as in conversation
with reporters of the New Mexican he
MOSQUITOES EASY
is always cautious, as he is the chairman of the Democratic central committee of New Mexico and as this is a An Old Mixture Used Successfully to
Republican newspaper, which might
Purify Water and Eradicate Fever
Germs.
get too much out of him and "give it
Mr. Hopewell found that the sentiment in Washington for the passage of
joint statehood bills for Oklahoma and
the Indian Territory and for New Mexico and Arizona was strong and growing rapidly among Democratic Senators and Representatives. On Tuesday
last and before he left Washington,
the House committee on territories
agreed to an amendment to the pending joint statehood bill for New Mexico and Arizona, giving minority representation on all registration, election
and returning boards for the election
of delegates to the constitutional convention and for the ratification of a
constitutional convention as well as
for the election of officers of the new
state.
Delegate
Rodey cheerfully
agreed to this amendment. This was
made without opposition from any one,
as both the Republicans
and Democrats deemed it to be fair. In Oklahoma and in Arizona the provisions
for minority representation on all registration and election boards is al-

THE INSURRECTION

PENSION

CHINESE

semi-circul-

TO BE MADE

$10,000,000

NO. 44.

SANTA FE, N. M., MOJs DAY, APRIL 11, 1904.

YOL. 41.

resentatives:
"Sir In response to your attached
communication of recent date, I have
the honor to advise you that you will
herew'th find enclosed a copy of order

March 15, 1904, with
reference to the adjudication of invalid
claimsfarising under the provisions of
sectio!f 2, of the act of May 9, 1900,
and ayp, a circular letter explaining
In this
the beflts of said order.
connection it is proper to state further
that said order is now in the hands of
the printer, and that as soon as a supply of,he same has been received a
number of copies of said order will be
forwar- ,'d to you, if you will kindly renew your request at a later date and
will sp j:ify the number desired.
"Very respectfully,
"E. F. WARE,
;,;
"Commissioner."
.
"Washington, April 2, 1904.
"Sir In response to your attached
conirmlnicauon, you, are acivisea mac
under She provisions ,'of section 2 of
the act
.Tun' 27, 1890, as amended
by th;vetf! of,.:May 9, 1900, any officer
or eulfUo. Uifca wuo served ninety
days or more in the army or navy of
the United States during the late war
of rebellion and received an honorable
discharge therefrom may be entitled
to a pension as such, provided, he is
now or may hereafter be suffering
from any mental or physical disability
or disabilities of the permanent character, not the result of his own vicious
habits, which so incapacitates him
from 'he performance of manual labor
as to render him unable to earn a support.
'
"In the adjudication of invalid
claims under said acts, it is taken and
considered as an evidential fact, if the
contrary does not appear and if all other legal requirements are properly
met, that when a claimant has passed
the age of 62 years, he shall be regardin ability to
ed as disabled one-hal- f
perform manual labor and may be entitled to the minimum rating of $6 per
month ; after 65 years of age, to $8 per
month; after 68 years of age to $10
per month; and after 70 years of age,
to the maximum rating of $12 per
month. A declaration stating that the
claimant is 62 years of age; 65 years;
68 years; or 70 years, as the case may
be, is a sufficient allegation in cases
of this kind, even if no other disabling
cause is set forth, but in all cases the
exact date of birth should be stated.
"Allowances under said acts at a
higher rate, not exceeding $12 per
month, will continue to be made as
heretofore, where disabilities other
than age show a condition of inability
to perform manual labor, but in no
case can a pension exceed $12 per
month which is the maximum rate of
Invalid pensions provided for in said
acts and is not subject to increase for
any cause.
"This ruling will not take effect until April 13, 1904, and shall not be
deemed retroactive, and declarations
filed for the purpose of obtaining the
benefits of said acts by reason of same
should not be filed in this bureau prior
to April 13, 1904. The former rules of
the bureau fixing the minimum and
maximum at 65 years and 75 years respectively are accordingly modified as
above.
"Pensions granted under the provisions of section 2 of the act of June 27,
1890, as amended, whether affected by
the late ruling or not, are not in addition to pension allowed under any other law, as the law prohibits the payment of more than one pension to a
person for the same period.
"Very respectfully,
"E. F. WARE, '
"Commissioner."
29, 1904.
March
"Washington,
of Pensions.
Commissioner
"Hon.

Washington, D. C.
"Sir Old soldiers at home are asking me the exact terms of the recent
order said to have been issued by
your department about age pensions,
and I will be thankful for any infor
mation on the subject that you can
give me, as I have several
Continued on Page Eight.
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PEHBODY
SEVERELY

A
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Democratic Judge Declares His OffContempt of Court.

icers to Be in

78, promulgated

''

e

Ouray, Colorado, April 11 District
Judge Theron Stevens today declared
Adjutant General Bell and Captain
Bulkeley Wells to be in contempt of
court for not complying with the writ
of habeas corpus which required them
to bring before the court today Charles
H. Moyer, president of the Western
Federation of Miners, whom they are
holding in confinement at Telluride.
The court ordered Sheriff Corbett to
arrest the two officers. Judge Stevens
severely criticized the course of Governor Peabody and the military authori

ties, saying 'they appeared to be in an
insurrection against the courts.
The return made by General Bell
through Assistant District Attorney
David Howe of Telluride excused his
action on producing Moyer in court in
pursuance of the writ of habeas cor
pus, on th ground that the Governor
had ordered him to disregard it. His
plea was that he deemed it unsafe to
take Moyer to Ouray or to reduce the
military at Telluride, by doing so.
Judge Stevens said:. "The people of
Ouray will rightly resent the imputation that General Bell or Captain Wells
could not come alone and in safety
with President Moyer before this court.
The charges against the law abiding
citizens of this county are unjust.
There are .no signs of violence here. If
there is to be a reign despotism in
this state and the civil authority is to
have no jurisdiction the latter might
as well go out of business."

THE TELLURIDE
A

STRIKE.

Member of the Miners' Union Sue'
teed in Eluding the Military
Guards.

Ouray, Colorado, April 11 Michael
Clooney of the local miners union,, who
escorted the Telurlide exiles to Telluride last Friday night but did not return with them when they were again
deported, reached here today. He said
he succeeded in getting through the
military lines at Telluride and slept
there two nights before he was detected and deported.

SENTENCED

F0R LIFE.

Russell Boles Refused New Trial
Judge Dixon.

By

Denver. Colorado. April 11 Judge
Dixon today refused a new trial to
Russell Boles convicted of the murder
of the twelve year old boy, Harold
Fridborn and sentenced him to life im
Fridborn was killed De
prisonment.
cember 31, 1901, when attempting to
protect his sister from criminal as
sault.

All Differences Submitted to a Commit-

tee of Miners and Operators.
Indianapolis, April 11 The Indiana
bituminous miners reassembled today
in convention with the operators In an
effort to agree upon a scale. The
joint scale committee is in session.
The convention adjourned pending an
agreement in the committee.

PROMINENT

MANU

FACTURER

DEAD

NEWMEXICO
Timely and Interesting Statistics
for 1902 Furnished by the
Census Office.

GREAT PROGRESS

SINCE 1889
But One Per Cent of the Waters of the
Rio Grande Arising in New Mexico
Reaches the Mexican Frontier.
The United States census bureau
has given out the following preliminary statement concerning irrigation
in the Territory of New Mexico in
1902:

New Mexico occupies the slopes of
the great continental divide, and includes parts of the southern portion of
the Rocky and the northern portion of
the Sierra Madre Mountain ranges;
it extends from the
par
allel on the north to Mexico and Texas
on the south, and its general elevation
with the exception of small areas in
the Rio Grande and Pecos Valleys in
the extreme southern part, is 4,000
feet or more above the sea. Within
the Territory the mountains lose the
characteristics of the Continental Di
vide and become a series of detached
masses, which sink into rolling for
mations and spread out in sloping
mesas and tablelands. The mountains
constitute an interesting feature, dividing the region into various areas or
chambers dissimilar in climate and
thirty-sevent-

h

rainfall.
Natural Divisions.
The Territory is naturally divided
by the crests of the Rocky and the
Sierra Madre Mountains into three
regions, an eastern, cen
tral and western.
The eastern division belongs to the
great plains. Its northern portion is
traversed by numerous streams tributary to the Canadian, Cimarron and
Pecos Rivers, and the southern includes a section of the valley of the
Pecos and the western half of Llano
Estacado, a streamless tableland.
The central division comprises the
valley of the Rio Grande, and has an
average elevation of about 6,000 feet.
Aside from the narrow valleys along
the rivers, it is very mountainous and
rough.
The western division embraces the
high and broken plateau extending
westward from the crest of the Sierra
Madre Mountains, which attain an al
titude of 10,000 feet or more in the
midwestern part. The headwaters of
the Gila, Little Colorado and San Juan
Rivers drain this portion of New
well-define- d

Irrigation Systems.
The irrigation systems In New Mexico are the oldest now in use in the
United States. Many of them were
constructed centuries ago by the Pueblo Indians or their Mexican neighbors. The farm areas are small, and
the lands under these old systems are
cultivated in a most laborious fashion,
largely by hand. The methods of irrigation are almost identical with
those followed in the early days of
Spanish rule. The ditches are simple
s
and inexpensive, and the
are light because of imperfect tillage.
The contrast between the modern
systems recently installed in other
parts of the Territory and the primitive Mexican ditches, whose origin was
in the days of Spanish rule, is very
marked. The old New Mexican farms
consisted of long, narrow strips of land
extending over foothills to the rivers
and crossed by ditches.
They are
measured, usually, by varas or yards
fronting on the ditch, aiwl the result
is much inconvenience in cultivating
and a lack of economy in irrigating.
In the older settled valleys large portions of these bottom lands have be
come alkaline, and in many localities
drainage is almost as' necessary as irrigation.
Great Progress Made of Late.
With the influx of new settlers and
the use of modern systems and methods, great progress in irrigation has
been made in the Territory in the past
few years. At the present time most
of the normal water supply is appropriated and the question of water
storage is of paramount importance
to the further development of the agricultural resources.
Water Supply.
Over most of the plateau which
comprises so large a portion of the
surface, the rainfall is deficient. The
average annual precipitation is but
fifteen inches. This is sufficient, however, to produce excellent naftve
grasses on the plains and mesas. Cattle and sheep raising, therefore, has
been the principal industry, and the irrigation that is practiced outside of
the small, well favored valleys Is
largely auxiliary to this industry.
The streams of New Mexico in most
cases are dry during a portion of each
year. The upper tributaries, being
supplied largely from melting snow,
.

crop-yield-

He Was a Well Known and Highly Re
spected Citizen of Ohio.
Springf field, Ohio, April 11 p. S
Kelly, a prominent manufacturer, and
a promoter of various iron interests in are fairly persistent, but the altitude
this city, died this morning after a and relatively small area of suitable
lingering illness at the age of S2 years. arable land prevents the full utilization
...
Continued on Page Three.
He was a millionaire.
,
.
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UNIONlfejLABE:l?

"COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
SHADOWS BEFORE."
"The simple fact is that the plan of
reform of the tariff 'within the party'
is hopeless. It has been repeatedly
tried and has every time resulted in
'riveting more tightly the tariff chains
The protected favorites of the tariff
are too powerful, too rich, too crafty,
and too intensely inspired by selfish'
ness to loosen their grip on the ma
chinery of the party. The only hope
for real reform, rational, practical
gradual, but effective, is in the election
of an opposition administration, and
when the Democratic party has finally
sloughed off the blighting influence of
that
Bryanism
consummation will become possible."
New York Times.
As the first part of this paragraph

START THE GOOD WORK.
The citizens of New Mexico who
are opposed to joint statehood under
the bill now pending in the House of
Representatives should write U. S.
Senators giving their views upon the
and
question
protesting strongly
against the passage of the bill in its
present form. Speaking out boldly by
citizens of New Mexico in meeting,
and out of meeting and proclaiming
their views courageously and pluckily
cannot but do good. It is certainly of
no consequence to the people of this
Territory what a few joint statehood
boomers m Washington think about
their action. In this respect they are
sovereign and have the last word. Lot
them do their duty by this common
wealth and themselves, this is the advice of this paper which is doing all it
can in season and out of season for
(he protection of the people of New
Mexico for its just rights and is en
deavoring to secure for them single
statehood within present territorial
limits. Start the good work promptly
and keep it up.

Out of Plumb.
building is more or less unsafe, and the
higher the wall is carried out of the perpendicular the greater the danger of collapse. It's about so with the health ; it

OXFORD CLUB
Has an hand a constant supply of
the finest fccaiHfc f
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
AH the Popular Gaauw.

is out of plumb when the digestion ia

there

when

is a dull,

sluggish feeling,
with nervousness,
irritability and

sleeplessness.
that

Every
these

day

j j

symptoms
are neglected increases the liability to physical
collapse.
Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical
Discovery cures

diseases

of

SAN FRANCISCO 8T., 8AHTA FB,

J E. Lacome,

ing fever has extended to Russia and
has attacked that very valiant General
Kuropatkin. Wonder if .the old fellow
is dissatisfied
with his salary or
his working hours are too long?
Probably he belongs to a union of
Russian generals,
the members of
shop-worcontains the ancient,
arguwhich do not want any
gen
ment of the free-trad- e
Democracy, erals to
participate in the expected Beware of Ointments for Cat
which has been repudiated frequently
and coming glowing victories in the
by the people and will be repudiated Russian
arrh that Contain Mercury,
campaign against the Japan
again next fall, it is unnecessary to ese in Manchuria.
as
mercury will surely destroj' the sense of
Quien sabe?
waste time on it now. But the consmell and completely derange the w hole system
when entering it through the mucous
cluding sentence which so vigorously
Such articles should never be used
San Miguel County should make an surfaces,
denounces the "blighting influence of
except on prescriptions from Imputable
as the damage they will do is
to
physicians,
Woman's
the
Auxil
is
appropriation
Bryanism"
very amusing especially
temfold to the good you can possibly derive
when taken in connection with Mr. iary of the World's Fair board of from them. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufacby F. 3. Chenev & Co.. Toledo. O.. conBryan's latest pronunciamento.- In a managers to be devoted to securing a tured
is taken internally,
no
tains
and
mercury,
recent issue of the "Commoner" he fine lot of photos of San Miguel Coun- acting directly upon the blood and
mucous
of
the
In buying Hall's
surfaces
Las
system.
ty.
Vegas Optic.
says:
Cure be sure you get the genuine.
Catarrh
And every other county in the Terri tis taken internaily and made in Toledo,
"Let the friends of the Kansas City
by F.J Cheney Co. Testimonials free.
platform instruct for the reaffirmation tory should follow suit. A large and Ohio,
Sold by Druserists. Price. 75c. uer bottle.
of the platform, no matter whether attractive collection of beautiful phoTake Hall's Family Pills for constipation
scenery
they meet in a caucus, a committee tographs of magnificent
r.
a. a
If you nave any clean cow mi' rags
convention, a district convention, or a can and ought to be made from New
Mexico.
state convention. If the friends of the
Every county in the Territory that are suitable for cleaning machinKansas City platform can agree upon should aid the Woman's Auxiliary of ery, bring them to the New Mexican ofa presidential candidate it is well the New Mexico board of managers of fice and receive cash for same.
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition to
enough to instruct for him also."
Keep your business ever before the
Well the Democratic party is solely make such exhibit.
public
by adv rtlcing In your home
responsible for that "blighting influ
The recent city and town elections paper. A good advertiser always has
ence" it fought the most bitter and
success in aDy honest enterprise.
malignant political campaign in the in this Territory point to a gratifying
history of the country in favor of that increase in population in New Mexico
"blighting influence" if it had suc- right along. Naturally when the
ceeded the country would now be
of the towns increases, that of
Are you satisfied at home? Or do
steeped to the lips in poverty the legit- the country precincts does so likewise,
imate result of the twinheresies of in a country like New Mexico. In this you wish to better yourself? You
free-trad- e
and free silver. Now they Territory the increase in population is should investigate what the San Joa- cling to the demoralized Democracy pretty equally distributed in town and puin Valley of California has to offer
which can neither succeed with them country. It is a conservative estimate hustlers. In that great valley is grown
s
of the U. S. raisin crop,
or without them, but staggers on to to place the increase of the population
and
millions of gallons of wine are
preordained defeat. It would add to of the Territory since June, 1900, at
made yearly. You can profitably raise
"the gaiety of nations" if Mr. Bryan from fifteen to eighteen per cent.
almost everything there. Good farms
would perform the sloughing off act
at cheap prices. Low rate colonist ex
and either lead or drive his party to
U. S. Senator Reed Smoot of Utah,
cursions in March and April on the
another disastrous, debacle.
may be in sympathy with the practice Santa Fe. Write for
pamphlets to H.
of polygamy by members of the Mor- S.
A., T. & S. F. Railway, Santa
Lutz,
mon
Church
but it is not exactly clear Fe, New Mexico.
MUCH TOO EARLY IN THE DAY.
Agitation for the nomination of a how the United States Senate can punsouthern man, pure and simple, one to ish him for being a sympathizer, sim
I
the manor born as a candidate for the ply. It takes more than that to make
a
case
him.
on
good
Democratic
the
against
ticket
presidency
has been started and is gaining
As long as the solid south is solid
strength in some sections of the country south of the Mason and Dixon line. it cannot expect the nomination of a
The agitation in that direction seems southern man as a candidate for the
somewhat premature. The Denver presidency of the United States. In
I had fr.rnn hip nrifcri mv hivola vrkloli wnmA
blood impure. My face was covered with pimples
News, the leading the very nature of things it is but which
Rocky Mountain
no external
could remove. I tried
Democratic paper in the Rocky Moun- good politics for either of the great your Cascarets andremedy
great was my joy when tha
pimples
disappeared after a month's steady use.
tain states treats the matter sensibly national parties to select such candi
quite a few have967 found relief."
and conservatively when it says that date from doubtful states.
C. J. Puach,
Park Ave., New York City, N.Y.
a strong sentiment is being expressed
The more people read and study
in the southern press in favor of push
Best For
ing a southern man for the Democratic the joint statehood bill pending in the
The Bowels.
U
There does House of Representatives of the Fifty-eight- h
presidential nomination.
not appear to be as yet any individual
Congress, the more unfavorupon whom this sentiment is centered, able do they regard its provisions.
the general expression being merely There must be many amendments to
X. TSn. CANDV CATHARTIC
that the time ought to be and is past it before the people of the Territory
when there is any necessity for the will look upon the measure, from a
south to keep in the background. The more conciliatory standpoint.
Atlanta Constitution, Savannah News,
Pleanant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good, Do Good,
10c, 85c, 60c. Never
Sicken, Weaken or
the Charlotte Observer and several The St. Petersburg press corres- Never
sold in bulk. The genuineGripe,
tablet stamped C CO.
other journals quoted in Public Opinion pondent is keeping up his funny an- Guaranteed to cure or your money back
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 600
speak enthusiastically of attempting tics. He recently telegraphed that ANNUAL
SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
at once to raise the embargo against the citizens of Port Arthur are chagsouthern men for the presidency. John rined because the Japanese fleet does
Sharp Williams, representative from not do more bombarding of the forMississippi, is mentioned as a desira tress and town. They have gotten to
The Jacksonville like the whizzing and falling of JapanII ifS.
ble candidate.
OrllnaI and Only Genuine.
Alw.j.ralinble. Lndlej,"k Dranflrt
Times-Unio- n
mr
says: "Give the forces ese shells in the town and feel lonely KSjSSAFE.
uniunibainn'a
In KED and Sold meullla j!.xitjAsi
none., mien
with blut ribbon. Taken other. Befasn
represented by Williams control in the without them.
DnnceroucrSabntltntlaaa orand Imitanext national Democratic convention
tion.. Bay your DrnggUI,
and 4e. la
Umpa tor Parttealara, TestlaMalala
The incoming board of education
and we shall have a platform and a
and "Heller far Ladles,"! bur, by re.
1
Teatunoninla.
Boldar
tarn Mail. 0.OUO
nominee that will put a new man in should see to it that the unused and
all Drnciitu.
ChteaaaterCaealealOa-anaa- r.
Madlana aaaara. PaUlVnW fa.
the White House and new blood and uninhabited buildings on the Fort Initial tnia
thought into the nation." The north Marcy Reservation are torn down and
has not taken these suggestions at all removed. This action is necessary, esthe
seriously, and a number of prominent pecially for health reasons.
southern journals deprecate such
no CURE
proposition as yet; not so much be SECOND CLASS COLONISTS
RATES TO CALIFORNIA.
cause of sectional limitations as be
w'
March 1st to April 30th, 1904.
cause some doubtful state will neces
The following second class colonist
sarily be chosen, and the south is far
too "solid" for the purposes of exped- rates will be in effect daily from
iency. The discussion is timely, how- March 1st to April 30, 1904, to all prinever, since It will probably require cipal points: From Chicago $33; St.
rONSUMPTION
Price
0UGH8 and
considerable agitation through several Louis $3C; Missouri River points $25;
FOR
50c & $1.00
25.
Rates to intermediate
Free Trial.
campaigns to so familiarize both sec- Santa Fe f
tions of the country with the idea of points to be no higher, for further parSurest and Quickest Cure for all
ending southern disabilities that pro- ticulars call on any agent of the San
THROAT and LX7VQ TROUBFe.
ta
S.
H.
will
LUTZ.
be
nature
of
seriously
that
posals
LES, or MONET BACK.
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
eosuid6rea..
d

RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
Room 15 Catron Block.
'Phone

M.

Proprietor

BENJAMIN
Attorney-at-Law-

u4

L

McBRAYER, OLD CROW
OLD OSCAR PEPPER KENTUCKY WHISKIES.
OVER HOLT as QUCKENHEIMER PENN RYE WHISKY.
IRISH AND SCOTCH WHISKIES
AND DISTILLERY BOTTLED WHISKY.
FRENCH COGNAC AND HOLLAND OIN.
CALIHORNIA WINES AND BRANDY.
OWNNfiSS'S POSTER AND K ASSES' ALE.

m,

No. 259

Office Sena Block.

Santa

Attornev-at.- T

A Farm For Yotil

nine-tenth-

i

f o t n

IAD GPJBE)

mM

PctinYROYAL PILLS

KILL

COUCH

the LUNCS

Dr. King's

Nov Discovory

(j

Avm

McKEAN,

A-

"

New Mexico.

WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney-at-Law- .
Las Cruces. Now

Sanf

iui..
An'

D0na

LlrDey

Sirr,
Third Judicial District.

n

:

Otero,
WOB'

CHAS. F. EASLEY.

(Late Surveyor
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe, N M
Fc, Land and
mining business a special'

Nsw

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Law-

IBulca.

.

s.

Practices In the District and
preme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for rh
rwM,.
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos
and San
Juan. Santa Fe. N iw

THE

EDWARD C. WADE,

CLAIRE HOTEL

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patents
a specialty."

GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.
fire-pro-

Attorney-at-Law-

.

LAS CRUCES,

NEW MEXICO.

FRANK W. CLANCY,

and steam-heate- d
The moat conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
connedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men j &

Attorney-at-La-

of

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices in the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, al
so before the United States Supresas
Court in Washington.
- - NEW MEXICO.

ALBUQUERQUE

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.

'

pop-ultaio- n

N. M

'
In nil
Pm Mint ,u
all tue tjoMrs Tao3 N
w. j.
Mcpherson,
Attorney-atLaw- .
Practices in all the
Courts In the Territnr
c .
M

n

-

M. READ,

Paiac.

WILLIAM

on the North Side of the Street.

non-unio- n

,

Santa Fe.

1ST

71

EUGENE A. FISKE,
Attorney and Counselor at Law,
Santa Fe. N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice.

iB: HANLEYi

The charges made against the Con
go Free State government as to horri
ble treatment, cruel persecution and
FragoisGO
bloody tyranny over the natives of that
country by it are being iterated and
reiterated and are doubtless true. The
fact that that royal old reprobate and
one, King Leopold of Belgiurn,, stren
uously denies them, is but a surer indi
cation that they are true.

N. M.

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe New Mexico. Office
in the Capitol.

"THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN"

T.T-T- t

MAX. FROST,

Attorney at Law, Santa Fe,

searching titles a specialty.

That THE NEW MEXICAN Prints All the
News. A good paper to have in yoor homein'yoor
store, in yoor office or in your shop. If you would
keep posted on the events of the day, subscribe for

P33.IR

Attorneys at Law.

GEO. W. KNAEBEL,

The People All Say:

W.

recent dispatch from St. Petersburg says, "Kuropatkin may strike at
any time." So it seems that the strik-

.

CARDS.

Office in Griffin Block. Collections auW

the

stomach and other
organs of diges
tion and nutrition.
It purifies the blood and cures nervousness, irritability and sleeplessness by
curing the diseases in which they
originate.
Jiiven in mecnanical lines, there is
"For three years I suffered untold agony,"
Mrs. H. R. White, of Stanstead, Stanstead
writes
very little that enterprising daily Co., Quebec.
I would have spells of trembling
and
will
or
cannot
not
achieve
pain in right side
newspapers
being sick at my stomach,
the time; then it would work up into my
these days. During the recent flood all
stomach and such distress it is impossible to
in Grand Rapids, Michigan, the Daily describe. I wrote to the World's Dispensary
Medical Association,
my case to them,
answered and told me
Evening Press of that town had its and they very promptlystating
to
bottles
took
do.
I
of Dr. Pierce's
what
eight
press made useless by the flood. The Golden Medical Discovery,
and five vials of
management immediately, by tele Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. Thanks to Dr.
his medicine I am a well woman
graph, ordered a new press from De- Pierce and
Dr. Pierce's medicines also cured my
troit, had it dismantled, packed and mother of liver complaint from which she has
been a sufferer for fifteen years.
We highly
shipped by special train to Grand recommend
these medicines to all sWering
deand
the clay following the
Rapids,
people."
struction of the plant, the regular
The People's Common Sense Medical
daily issue of the paper was resumed. Adviser, a book containing ioo8 pages,
There was but one day's interruption is given away. Send 21 one-cestamps
and that on the day the flood reached for expense of mailing only, for the book
tor
or
the
31 stamps
paper covers,
the press rooms of the Press. Here in
bound in cloth. Address Dr.
is enterprise, vim, pluck and action volume
Y.
N.
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo,
for you.
A

1904.
PROFESSIONAL

Pi

unpaired,

it,

A. B. RENEHAN,

Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office In the Building
CORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

A. F.

SPIE6ELBER6

Attorney-at-La-

j

w.

Practices ia the Supreme and DlstrM
Court. Mining and Land Law a special
ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Pal
ace Avenue, Saata Fe, N. M.

226 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute an'd chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
m.,
p. m. Phone 15R

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios

2-- 5

2

DENTISTS

Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
and Other Gems.
EPFTTAT.TV
To have the best of everything In the Una.

THE ST. ELMO CLUB
DIGNEO & NAPOLEON, Props.
Dealer ia All Kind f Doataatte aad Imported

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and Tobaccos
California Wines, Rhine Wines and Native Wines.
G. F. Heublein & Bro's. Cocktails all
ready for use.
Avondale Club Whiskey, Silver Creek Whiskey.

Family Trade a Specialty
FINE BAR, BILLIARD TABLES AND CLUB ROOMS.
No. 210 Don Gaspar Avenue
Telephone No. 6.

If you

want to buy anything, if you want to sell anything, if you
want to rent a house, if you want your house rented, or if you lose
anything, advertise in the NEW MEXICAN.

W WM PHI EMh
ROSWELL, HET7

THE MILITARY SCHOOL O? HEW MEXICO.
Established sod

Spfrta4 If tw Ttrrttsrj.

DR. C. N. LORD,

Kahn Block, over Spits' Jewelry

Office,

Store.

South Side of Plaza.

C. O. HARRISON, D. D. 8.,

Fischer's Drug Store.
On the Plaza.
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

Office: Over

Civil Engineers

&

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.

Santa Fe,

Stenography

&

N. M.

Typewriting.

LEW H. BLAKE,

Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151
Notary Public, Stenographer and Typewriter. Translations
From Spanish into English and from
English into Spanish carefully made.
Office with U. S. Attorney for the
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal
,

Building.

FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Santa Fe, N. M.

It ia an admitted fact that real estate,
financial men and merchants all say;
that quickest and best results are obtained by advertising ia the "Nsiva
Mexican."
The last batch of Scratch Pads ad
vertised for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company went like hot cakes.
We did not expect such a run. We
have turned out from onr
bindery a larger quantity than ever
and can supply you for a limited time
at 10 cents per pound. The best paper
is used in making them. They are
Just the thing
offices, stored, and
especially for use in the schools. Coma
quick as they will not last long.
up-to4a-te

SIX MEN

MMfcffa.aU

INSTRUCTORS,

iarstakasri

faHffkt
TUmON, MUKB AND L4UNMT, S2N
tOSWRLL

h a aetta

RBoarrt

Niitu

M amm atvHmli
J0
.
&
iMMHk X C Ua
w.mlh.

hsnCai
lints,

Par ssrllraasrs sMssm

far

mart.

wem-wtm-
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Call on the New Mexican Frtntfeuc
Company for engraved visiting cards.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, April

tt, J904.

RRIGATION IN NEW MEXICO.

ALWAYS TIRED4
NEVER RESTfcD

Continued from Page One.
of their waters. Even during the dry- est seasons many of the larger streams
have an underflow of considerable
To be tired out from hard work or bodily-exercisvolume, and wells in the valley sunk
is natural and rest is the remedy, but
into it furnish an almost inexhaust
there is an exhaustion without physical exerible supply of water. Lack of capital,
a
wearid
never-restefeeling
tion and a tired,
however, restricts its use.
ness without work that is unnatural and shows
secof
causes
Springs are numerous in many
- . . Cue of the chief
some serious aisorucr a
; .-- -Pe
the
Canadian,
in
tions. esDecially
ncvci-iaic- u
tnar. Aiways-urea- ,
basins,
cos
Rio
Grande
and
drainage
of
lack
there
blood
is
lation. Unless the body is nourished with rich, pure
and afford a fairly adequate water
nervous force, the mus- - ForoverfOUP years I Buffered with general debility,
supply. Many of the streams are also
tern.
dlof
down
My
my
a thorough breaking
cleS become weak, the
causing
spring-fed- ,
but ditches supplied from
onuBinTwho had been benefited by S. 8. 8., told mo
it and it cured me. I heartily a such streams are not classed under the
gestion impaired, and
iV I tried
disorder occurs commend 8. B. S. to all who may feel the naed ol
head of irrigation from springs.
thoroughly good blood
throughout the system,
Artesian Wells.
nerTena.
W.
44
Ninth
Columbia,
insomnia,
St.,
Debility,
In Chaves County, near Roswell,
indigestion,
vousness,
and energy, and the hundreds of little there is a district about forty miles
dyspepsia, loss of appetite, strength
Vvavp nr Hup dirertlv to a baa con
T.roft.ti
long by ten miles wide in which many
:i,o,te
dition of the blood and circulation, and the quickest flowine: wells exist. Some of these
as irrigating from
way to get rid of them is by purifying and building wells are reported
100
to
acres,
no
thirty-fivyet many of
for
equals
remedy
this
and
purpose
up the blood,
S S. S.. which contains the best ingredients for them are only used for domestic pur
the system It a vegetable blood purifier poses or for, watering lawns and small
and toning
gardens. Flowing wells are reported
Ldtonifcombined.thatenrichestheblood.andthroughittheentiresystem
never-restebody
in other sections, but few are used for
tired
to
comes
and
sleep
nourished
refreshing
is
irrigation purposes.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., A TLANTA, GA
General Statistics.
In 1902 the water supply was gen
verv short and the number of
THE TOP erally
LOOK AT
acres reported as irrigated probably
includes a. considerable area that was
You
only irrigated once. In the northern
And
We
portion most of the grains and forage
TRAINS.
go
OUR
crops, vegetables, and fruits do well.
in
The southern and central portions are
especially adapted to fruit culture.
The following statistics are tor tne
crop year 190a and relate to tne uutne
in
water
supply
ferent sources of
Territory and in its principal drainage
Two
basins:
In this year there were in New Mex
All
ico 252,945 acres irrigated from all
sources. The number of farms repre
Information.
reliable
and
full
sented was 9,285, and the average cost
for
the
undersigned
Address
per irrigated acre, $16.87. The 1,246
A. DULOHERY,
W. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A.,
cost, initially, for
Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texas, irrigation systems
City of Mexico.
main canals and ditches and the neces
head-gatereservoirs, uama,
sary
pumping plants, etc., $4,301,915. The
entire length of main canals and
ditches was 2.846 miles, an average
length per system of nearly 2.3 miles.
Since 1889 the irrigated area has in
creased 51,052 acres, or 25 per cent.
while the increase for the decade 1889- ttm
99
was 122.2 per cent. The number of
'
Fallow
farms on which irrigation was reportNIAGARA
GT, LOUIS
ed in 1902 was 17.8 per cent greater
than in 1899.
FALLS
CHICAGO
There were 1,128 stream systemsan initial cost of ?4,constructed
NEW YORK 192,611 whichat irrigated
249,761 acres
DETROIT
at an average cost per acre of $16.79.

The Traveerk

CeffajntjLof a Good

Smoke is

aJOB'iw.

OQM)
Wherever you go on any road,
in every town you're sure of a
great smoke for 5 cents if you ask for the
Cremo. The only cigar for sale everywhere,
and everywhere the same.
LARGEST SELLER IN THE WORLD.

e

te

d,

THE CL00D8 FROU

so sec the Silver Lining.
do it from
above them places.

Plexicati Central Railway
With Its

Thousand Miles of Track

the Principal Places
of Interest and Note.

Reaches

WalbasSa Rewrite
TO

BOSTON

BUFFALO

itsjimt

The Sand is the Smoker s Protection.

can

oarx

systems, representing a
nnnntmmtion outlay of $18,165, were
sunDlied from springs and irrigated
3,072 acres at an. average cost per

Forty-seve-

n

HINT TO THE WISE.

A

"Don't chase shadows."
Doubtful proof is but a shadow.
You can rely on testimony of
you know.
You can investigate local evidence.
Mrs. Juana Arias of San Francisco
"For a year and a half a
St., says:
Dain across my back was very severe
and it increased so that I was compell
ed to take to my bed and stay there
for two weeks. C. M. Conklin. know
ing my condition, advised the use of
Doan's Kidney Pills and they were obtained for me at Ireland's Pharmacy.
I used the remedy according to directions when the attack of backache
disappeared. This was eight months
ago and I Jiave not noticed a return.
Previous to using Doan's Kidney Pills
I tried plasters on my back,
but I
might as well have used as much
brown paper. I am only too pleased to
recommend a remedy upon which the
public can depend."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents or the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no substitute.
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ao Cents Fine Zephyr Ginghams for
25Cents Fine Iawns for
ia Cents Fine lawns for
35 Cents Indies' Hose for
35 Cents Misses' I,ace Striped Hose
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PFHINGTON TYPEWRITERS
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Beg-Ute-

Rock Island System
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Kansas City and Chicago
STVTc

Finest Train

Limucu

Transcontinental
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Cuisine and Table
Service Unexcelled

ivaMd and Refut
itifctit TtwoughoM.

The Palace Hotel
WILLIAM VAUGHN, PRO?.

Larf e Sample Boosts fer Commercial Attn
New Mexico
SMta Fe

TIE C1(AS. WAGJIEU FURfllTUE

CO

WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
Cbinaware, Glassware, Mfltws Frames and Molding Stoves and
uoou mom on nturj
a. t Order

f

KnfM

GjAlLES WAGfiER
"Licensed Embalmer"
San Francisco Street.

Telephone 10.

from residence

NicBtCaHa

Telephone No. i.

"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD."

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY
OF THE UNITED STATES.

'

i

16
8

i-- 3
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natural

J

ia
ia

latest Styles Demities for

--

lavrlld

1

25 Cents

n

The 71
upta of t.5.91.
BaMteK Ow Ma Ow Track trom Kama City
Wteat and Only
cost $91,139, and 2,112 acres were irri
gated- thsrefrom at an average cos
Hi. UU to MlafMft ThA
per acre of $43.45.
HANNA INSURANCE AGENCY,
The Rio Grande Drainage Basin.
Writes Fire, Life and Accident InsurI
Th Rio Orande rises in the angle
ance.
Thr Solid PMt Tkroagh Trains Dally formed by the San Juan Mountains in Room 15, Catron Block. 'Phone 71.
source
is
southwestern Colorado., Its
wtm Niagara Ma.
MmIi terved In the eel 12,000 feet above the sea. After flowing
. ...
.u
HEALTH IS, YOUTH.
for 260 miles to the east and soutn it
enters New Mexico, through which it Disease and Sickness Bring Old Age.
Uka AgQU or a4dr
Attends for 480 miles of its course,
Sia8
draining that portion of the Territory
Herbine, taken every morning bebetween the Rocky Mountain anu fore breakfast, will keep you in roSierra Madre ranges.
bust health, fit you to ward off disease.
Ths Rin Grande in New Mexico be It cures constipation, biliousness, dysor desert
longs to the numerous class
pepsia, fever, skin, liver and kidney
con
no surface flow at
Doweis
have
which
bad
streams
is
bream,
coated,
It purifies the blood and
complaints.
you have headaches, tongue
expprtnin seasons of the year, and,
r n
Mrs. D. W.
clears
the
mourn
complexion.
tne
taste
in
bad
stipated,
to the
carry
brief
periods,
during
pent
writes April
Texas,
Smith,
Whitney,
not all of these symptoms,
rivers or to the sea little, if 3, 1902: "I have used Herbine, and
larger
r
some
ot
tnem
then
any, water, it enters tne 1 ennui find it the best medicine for constipa
youY Jiver.
through deep canons from which it tion and liver troubles,
it does an
1
111 11 1
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Stomach
i"c "I have used Chamberlain's
5 average cost per 'acre of $b.i.
most
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Liver
and
irrigaall
total construction outlay for
Mrs. F. L. Phillips,
miles
says
results,"
tory
1.164
tion
appliances,
AGENT."
including
TICKET
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bilof main canals and ditches, was $599,-83- Houston, Texas. For indigestion,
tabthese
iousness
and
A. N. BROWN, O. P. A.
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direct150
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systems heading
T. H. HEALY,
most excellent. Sold by all
ly in the main stream cost $295,898 lets are '
Passenger Agent, El Paso. Texas.
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ADOLPH SELIGMAN
Special Sale This Week !

Bear Repeating in
Santa Fe.

Ttris Advice Will

I

ll

HENRY B. HYDE, Founder.

Oustanding Assurance

Dec. 31. 1903 . .
New Assurance Issued
in 1903

.

$1,409,918,742.00

322.047.968.00
73.718.350.93
381,226.035.53

Income

Assets Dec. 31. 1903 .
Assurance Fund and all
other liabilities . .
Surplus
Paid Policy holders in

307,871.897.50
73,354,138.03
34,949,672.27

1903

JAMES W. ALEXANDER, President.
JAMES H. HYDE,

Vice-Presiden-

t.

EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,

Albuquerque; N. M.
MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent,
, 102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M.

CHARLES W. DUDROW.

- SASH - DOORS
Material.

All Kinds of Building

CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

.

CEKMLLOS AND HAGAN COAL
Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Hani Everything

Phone 35, Santa Fe.

that

Is Movable.

Branch Office and Yards, Cerrillos, N.

M

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, April

G?anc( Bargain Sale
50c. on$KoOO.
We bought

the entire line of sam

pies of CARSON, PIRIE, SCOTT & CO.
of Chicago, consisting of Ladies' Shirt

Waists, Dress Skirts, Walking Skirts,
Petticoats, Wrappers, Child's Dresses
and Ladies belts, uon t miss your
opportunity. Come at once. They
will not last long.
SflLII & HUSH
Phone
249-25- 3

SAN FRANCISCO ST.
No. 108

JSL

SPITZ
I'

DIAMONDS- - J
A

jt

j

JEWELRY

ssw

Manufacturer of

rCLL LINE

WATCHES, CLOCKS,
SILVERWARE, ETC.

REM

FILPEEJEWELBY.

AI L KINDS OF DESIGNS IN

Filigree Fob Chains,
Filigree Neck Chains,
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
Filigree Brooch Pins.
Filigree Bracelets,
Filigree Card Case.,

Santa Fe

South Side Plaza

ijt

ySt

Ji j(

Hanna, superintendent of the
Pecos Forest Reserve, left this morning for the Pecos Reserve on official

J

--

Fresh Fruits in Season!

business.
Mrs. J. P. McNulty and Miss Fannie
McNulty of Cerrillos, spent yesterday
in the Capital. They were guests at

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.

FLOWERS A SPECIALTY

WEDDING BOUQUETS

te.

DECORATIONS

FLORAL DESIGNS
Telephone No.

P.

12

O. Box 457

DID YOU KNOW THAT
JOHN KOURY'S NEW CASH STORE
IS HEADQUARTERS FOR
Fine white India linons at the unprecedented price of

5c per

yard and up?

The Latest Dress Trimmings, consisting of Applique, Venice
Medallions, All Over Laces and Silk Ornaments in black and
white are now on exhibition.
I invite your inspection of the line of Beautiful Silks which I carry,
You will be surprised at the low
asked.
prices
in all shades and Persian designs.

Catron Block

-

East Side of Plata

-

Phone

48

Bulk and Package

GARDEN SEEDS
GARDEN HOSE:

Wire Wound,
Cotton Wound,
and Rubber.

SHOVELS, RAKES, HOES, WHEEL
BARROWS, ETC., ETC.
Headquarters for All Kinds of

SPORTING GOODS
at the Lowest Possible Prices

W.A. McKENZDS
IJairdlwafc Store.

W. Morris Tobin leave

for St. Louis with a special
3 tomorrow
car containing 40 Indians from the

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

n,rr

t3

INCORPORATED 1903

The Only One in Town
We have received from Sam Leopold & Co.,
Chicago, U. S. A., their Spring and Summer
line of

! !

j'

Made to Order Clothing Specialties
It

is just what you have been looking for, and you ought to
it at once. The line consists of samples of

come and see

Summer Clothing,
White and Fancy Vests,
Trousers,
Rain Coats,
Smoking Jackets,
Lounging Robes,
Bath Robes,
Alapaca Coats,
Duck Clothing,
Dusters.
ISTou

Notary Public Appointed.

I. B.

1

ESTABLISHED I856

j&

Mrs. Charles M. Stauffer has return
ed from a two weeks' visit to friends
in Albuquerque.
Richard Dunn, lumber manufacturer
at Las Vegas, spent today in the Cap
ital looking after business affairs.
Charles Reardon, who has been in
the city for the past week left this
morning for San Diego, California.
Paul J. Corn of New York City, ar
rived in the city on Saturday and has
taken up his residence at Sunmount.

the Palace.
Mr. and Mrs.
Fresh Flowers all the Time!

ft

nrnnnmi iflniTimi
rtnoUFIAL itlLM I IUM
iC

the Sunny Pinecroft Ranch, and Miss
Luxem arrived from the east Friday
last. Their future residence will be at
the ranch. The newly married couple
have been in correspondence for about
a year and the marriage is the culmination of this correspondence and
friendship.
General Manager W. S. Hopewell,
of the New Mexico Fuel and Iron Company, returned yesterday from a two
week's visit to New York, Washington, Pittsburg and Chicago, which
cities he visited on railroad business.
Hon. Antonio Joseph of Ojo Calien-te- ,
former delegate to Congress, arrived in town Saturday evening. Mr.
Joseph is en route to Silver City where
on Wednesday he will attend the Dem
ocratic territorial convention as a delegate from Taos County.
Charles A. Spiess of Las Vegas,
president of the New Mexico board of
managers of the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition, who spent yesterday in the
city as a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
left last night for El
Seligman
He attended to
Paso on business.
World's Fair business while here.

OFFICIAL MATTERS.

at

tS

U, 1904.

Governor Otero today appojnted Her
man H. Keinnen or Logan, a notary
public for Union County.
Territorial Funds Received.
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn
today received the following public
funds: From Leopoldo Sanchez, treas:
collector of Leonard
urer and
Wood County, $48,74 taxes for 1902,
and $134.77 taxes for 1903. From W.
E. Martin, clerk of the Fifth Judicial B
District, $476.40 clerk's fees from Feb
ruary 2, to March 31, 1904.
. Postoffice
Matters.
A postoffice has been established at
Willard, Valencia County. The post
office at Cienguilla, Taos County, has
been discontinued, mail for that point
being sent to Rinconada. The mail for
Eastview, Manzano, Torreon and Taji
que will be sent over the Santa Fe
Central Railway from Santa Fe and
Estancia, instead of overland from Al
buquerque, after April 18.
Articles of Incorporation.
The following articles of incorpora
tion have been filed in the office of the
The
territorial secretary:
Rocky
Mountain Coal and Iron Company
'
principal office at Denver, Colorado
The incorporators are Henry R. Wol
cott, John L. Jerome and John C. Osgood all of Denver, for the purpose of
carrying on a general coal and iron
mining business and everything per
taining to the handling and sale of
these materials. The capital stock of
the company is $3,000,000, divided into 30,000 shares of the par value of
$100 each. The company is incorporat
ed lor 20 years. The directors are
George H. Prentiss, Henry R. Wolcott
Dennis Sullivan, John L. Jerome,
Charles H. Toll, Paul Morton, John C.
Osgood, David C. Beamer, Alfred C
Cass, William H. James and Julian K
Kebler. John Lamb of Madrid, has
been appointed New Mexico agent with
principal place of business in the Territory at Madrid.

have never seen prettier samples,

Seligman Bros. Co.
Call Today.

Sole Local Selling Agents.

P. O. BOX 219

PHONE NO. 36.

San Francisco St.

--

"

Telephone 26.

G-ROCE- ES

Boss Patent Flour.

various Pueblos in this vicinity.
A NEW CAR JUST IN.
Miss Nellie Warning, teacher of the
finDo
has
at
school
Rio
you want absolute success with all
Tesuque,
public
ished her school term there and will
your baking? The Finest of brejd?
spend the summer in Santa Fe.
USE BOSS PATENT FLOUR.
Paul Howard Galvin of Oswego,
New York, was among yesterday's arThe very finest ever made anywhere.
rivals at the Sanitarium where he will
Our guarantee with every sach.
spend several months for the benefit of
We not only say that It is the best but
his health.
John K. Stauffer, disbursing clerk at
so does everybody that ever used it.
the postoffice, has returned from El
50 LBS. BOSS, $1.50.
Paso, Texas, where he was for v a
week attending the U. S. District Court
50 LBS. CRYSTAL, $1.40
as a witness.
All the Bread that we sell Is made
George E. Ellis, proprietor of the
Claire Hotel, returned yesterday af
from BOSS PATENT FLOUR.. Try
ternoon from Albuquerque
to which
some and see how good It is.
place he had gone to witness the car
a
limited
MACKEREL that have ever
We
the
have
of
finest
supply
nival in that city.
been brought to town EXCEPTING NONE a little better than
J. P, Kennedy, station agent at Ken
.
the best.
nedy on the Santa Fe Central Railway
NEW YORK STATE BUCKWHEAT.
ESPANOLA HONEY.
who was on a visit to the Capital Sat
PRIMROSE and BELLE SPRINGS BUTTER.
urday and Sunday, returned to his post
of duty this forenoon.
Mrs. Benjamin Williams of La Jun
Don't waste money and
ta, Colorado, was an arrival in the city
yesterday and has taken up her resi don't take chances in buying
dence at Mrs. West's boarding house
promiscuously. Schilling's Best
on Lower Palace Avenue.
Secretary and Mrs. J. W. Raynolds are entirely safe ; at your groand children, who have been in Oma
ha, Nebraska, for ttje past two weeks, cer's; your money goes further.
on a visit to Mrs. Raynolds' parents,
returned home last evening.
Frank S. Davis left this afternoon
Call or phone to the City Meat Marfor El Paso where he will go into the
WHOLESALE
insurance business. Mrs. Davis and ket, San Francisco St. and get your
on
meats.
worth
Kansas
money's
City
as
will
Mr.
soon
leave
children
as
Da
and
vis can find suitable quarters for them
Good eating at the Bon Ton.
RETAIL
E. P. Hubbell of Denver, a repre
sentative of the Denver Type Foundry
Prevent Spread of Scabies la
DEALER IN
Company, spent Saturday and Sunday Regulations to
Cattle.
in town and left this morning via the
UNITEDSTATESDEPARTMENTOFAORI.
Denver & Rio Grande for Colorado
CULTURE, Office of the Secretary. March 31,
190. Notice is hereby given that regulations
points.
nave ueen issued iearinr date or March la.
.postmaster Paul A. s. waiter .re 1904. and entitled
"Regulations to Prevent.
turned yesterday from a week's so tne spread 01 scabies No.
(Mange, or Scab) in
A.
Order
I.
Cattle"
(B.
123). setting forth
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, N. M.
journ in El Paso, Texas, where .he the requirements of this Department
regarding- transportation or trailing of infected or
had been summoned as a witness in
cattle across State or Territorial
case before the U. S. District Court in exposed
Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office.
boundaries. Officers, managers, and agents
or raiiroaas una rransnortatinn communes.
session there.
stockmen and others, are hereby- warned
A. R. Gibson will leave this evening that the violn'ion of the said regulations will
subject them to the penalties provided by the
for Silver City to which place he goes taws
or tne united Mates
such cases.
as a delegate from Santa Fe County Copies oflthe said regulationsin will hn fur
nished
Chief of the
to
the
upon
application
to the Democratic territorial conven Hureau or Animal
lndustrv. Wish nirtnn. 11
tion, which will meet in that town on
J. S. CANDELARIO,
Wednesday.
301
and 303 San Francisco Street.
Former Governor L. Bradford Prince
Southeast Cor.
and Hon. Amado Chaves will leave
j& j& &
this evening for Albuquerque to attend
aaa Retail Dealers !
to legal business in conneetion with
the Cebolleta land grant in the Duke
A.
,
City tomorrow.
J. O. Anderson and H. Anderson of
tS
Tac boat plae to buy Navajo Blankets, Indian ana
Chicago, who have been guests at the
Palace Hotel for some time will leave
Mexican Pottery, Belles front the Cliff Dwellings,
tomorrow for the Catron cabin on the
Indian Baakota, la fact alt sorts of Curios of India
o
Pecos, where they will camp for sev
Kasdeaa autko eaa bo foaad at Our Store Jt
aad
eral weeks.
EASTER HATS AND BONNETS
M. J. Nagle of the Sunny Pinecroft
& j&
For ladies and Misses.
RAFFIA, REEDS, BEADS, for Indian Basketry.
Ranch, and Miss Louisa Luxem of Ra
cine, Wisconsin, were married this
.? c? e?
BEATJTIFUIr MEXICAN DRAWN WORK.
morning at the Cathedral at 6 o'clock
by Vicar General Antonio Fourchegu.
O. BOX 340
:
:
:
:
:
SANTA FE, N. M
Mr. Nagle is the well known owner of
COLLARS P.
j

FLOUR, HAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES,
SALT and SEEDS.

THE : OLD

:

CURIO

:

STORE
Prop.

Plata.

,

MISS

MUGLER

T

Mexican and Indian Curios

Millinery Millinery

L

Fine Assortment of

APPLIQUE

IRELAND'S PHARMACY

25 Pea?

Ceaat Kedfoct&wa o& AM H59s TSffltecJ Stat2oiaeiLy

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, April
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HAIR BRUSH

.

.

We have the finest assortment and
largest stock in town and woold be
pleased to show them to you.
Prices from 25c. to $4.00.
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Monarch Shirtsstyles

Negligees.

knows this line of SHIRTS by the
Everyone
mnunnnn 11 at
name JJiUJinflUn tney P'ease ine mosi lasTiar
ous because they are the "CORRECT THING."
1

fl

Men's Neckwear''

Our neckwear is UNEXCELLED. Exceptionally
beautiful styles of the very NEWEST DESIGNS.

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S
GEO. W. HICKOX, President

j j

heavily

loaded penitentiary FROM FORT
that thoroughfare. The

85

Canvassed

s

.

,

AH

of the

120 wagons through

penitentiary authorities will please
LOGAN TO APACHE
the people of the eastern part of San- - (
would
if
and
could
35 ta Fe greatly
Anton's majority
they
Board of Education Four Years.
select another route for the peniten-- , A Sc,uadrc,n of tne Fifth U. S. Cavalry,
13
The vote of last Tuesday's election Seligman, D
Is Making This March Overland
tiary teams loaueu whu ciay iui me
74 penitentiary brick yard.
was officially canvassed ou Saturday Bartlett, R
and Will V istt Santa Fe.
last in accordance with law by City
A party from St. Vincent's SanitarCI ium on horse back and in
Sehgman's majority
Clerk Facundo Ortiz in the presence of
A squadron of the Fifth U. S.
carriages
Board of Education Two Years.
Mayor Soarks and Justice of the
enjoyed a trip over the scenyesterday
composed of troops E. and G., Is?
124 ic Road as far as the Dalton Divide.
Peace Jose M. Garcia. The official Ireland, D
overland from Fort Logan,.
marching
85
vote is as follows:
Knapp, R
and effective work in adver- Colorado, to Fort Apache, Arizona-Th- e
Telling
39
Ireland's majority
FIRST WARD.
New Mexico's resources and in
troops arrived in Watrous last
The total vote for mayor was 1,036 tising
Mayor.
into the Terri- Saturday and are now in Las Vegasr.
immigration
bringing
137 Gibson receiving C10, Sena 426. Gib
Sena. It
tory is being done by the Bureau of They are moving slowly in order
133 son's majority, 184.
Gibson. D
their horses in prime condition.
Immigration.
ine total vote tor city clerk was
These
troops returned from the PhilipIreland, the Plaza druggist, calls
4 1,030. Conklih receiving 624.
Sena's majority
pines last October, where they ha'S
to
reducthe
immense
attention
your
416. Conklin's majority, 208.
City Clerk.
seen active service during the time of
The total vote cast for city treasurer tion he makes today in the price of their stay in that country. They oarae
...14C
Conklin, D
wont
He
don't
tinted
you
stationery.
.125 was 1,037.
Unltin receiving C22;
Gonzales, R
to forget that his benzoin and witch thence to Fort Logan where they have
Hersch 415. Griffin's majority, 207.
been in winter quarters. Major F. O.
21
The certificates of election according hazel cream, is unparalelled for soft- Johnson of troop E. is in command,,
Conklin's majority
to the above figures were then pre- ening the hands, skin and complexion. the other officers being Captain GoldTreasurer.
144 pared, signed by the mayor and the "Tis so."
Griffin, R
en and Lieutenant Morrison of troop
Rev. Jacob H. Kapplin of Albuquer E.
127 city clerk, the seal of the city affixed
Hersch, R
Troop G. is officered by Captain?
Here
atternoon
arrived
Saturday
to them and sent to the persons elect que,
Dallam
and Lieutenant Mosely.
The'
and on yesterday held religious ser
17 ed.
Griffin's majority
is Lieutenant McClintock,.
adjutant
vices and set the stone at the grave while
City Council Four Years.
Captain N. F. McCIure is quarof the late Solomon Lowitzki, in the
150
Kaune, R
t
termaster;
iC j4
Chaplain Dalton and Doctor
i
$
Fairview Cemetery, yesterday, having
117
Gonzales, R
accompany the squadron.
been the anniversary of the death. Repburn
The squadron is marching at a pace
MINOR CITY TOPICS
Last night the Rev. Mr. Kapplin lec of about
33
Kaune's majority
20 miles per day and wlIF
tured and held Hebrew services before reach Santa Fe
City Council Two Years. . .
shortly, on its Ions'
an interested audience at the Elks' march to
152
Baca, D
Fort Apache, Arizona, where
The Forum which was to have met Hall.
.119
Digneo, R
it will go into garrison.
tonight has been postponed until next
Seligman Brothers' Company have
33
Baca's majority
Monday evening.
just received from Chicago the hand- SECURITIES CASE REMANDED
Board of Education Four Years.
Train No. 2, from the south and west somest line of samples of summer
TO THE STATE COURT- 135 on the Santa Fe Railway, yesterday clothing and fancy vestings ever op
Garcia, D
Washington,
April 11 The Supreme'
134 was five hours late.
ened up in Santa Fe. They also in Court
Armijo, R
decided
the case of the
today
at
It is understood that A. B. Renehan their new advertisement call your
state of Minnesota versus the Northern
1
smokof
line
Garcia's majority
s slated lor appointment as city at tention to their complete
Securities Company and Northern PaTwo Years.
Board of Education
ing jackets, bath robes and dusters. cific and the Great Northern Companunder the incoming city
torney
141
Laughlin, D
They are peerless in style and quality ies, involving the validity of the mer127
them now before the choicest
Cartwright, R
Inspect
The Santa Fe County delegates to
ger of the two railroad companies,
patterns are gone.
to
held
be
convention
Democratic
holding that it was without jurisdicthe
17
Laughlin's majority
Santa Fe weather is always a source tion and reversing opinion of the court
on April 13, will leave
at
Silver
City
SECOND WARD.
of joy and inductive to good health. below. The effect is to remand the
for that city tomorrow evening.
Mayor.
Last Saturday and yesterday were case of the state courts.
This is the time of the year for the
170
Gibson, D
clear, cloudless days. Saturday the
119 construction of sidewalks. The incom- maximum
Sena, R
temperature was 59 degrees
Monarch Creamery Butter, pure ami
ing city .council should take up the at 4:20 o'clock in the afternoon. The
30 cents per pound at Plaza
sweet,
and
it
work
57
along.
good
push
Gibson's majority
minimum temperature being 25 at 5:50
The flyer from the east today on the o'clock in the morning. The mean Market.
City Clerk.
179 Santa Fe arrived here one hour ahfad
Conklin, D
temperature was 42 degrees. The relU. S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
lis of schedule time and train No. 2 from ative
Gonzales, R
humidity 24 per cent. Yesterday
the south and west was three hours Sunday, the maximum temperature
Forecast for New Mexico: Generally
61 late.
Conkin's majority
was 09 degrees at 4:30 o'clock in the fair tonight and Tuesday: warmer weaTreasurer.
at Adam's afternoon, the minimum temperature ther in south portion tonight.
A dance will be given
180 Hall
the thfirmometpr registered
Griffin, R
Tuesday night, April 12, under was 35 degrees at 5:10 o'clock in the as Saturday
follows:' Maximum temperature, 59
116 the
Hensch, R.
auspices of the Capital City Band. morning, the mean temperature being
m.; minimum 25
at 4:20
Admission 75 cents. Ladies admitted 52 degrees. The relative humidity degrees, at 5:50 a. p.m. The mean temdegrees,
64
Griffin's majority
at
cent.
The temperature
was 15 per
free.
perature for the 24 hours was 42 degrees
City Council Four Years.
C. H. Haines the regular brakeman 6 o'clock this morning was 39 degrees. Relative humidity, 24 per cent.
175
Garcia, D
Yesterday the ineruiometer registered
branch is taking a few The predictions are that there will be
122 on the Lamy
Abbott, R...
and to- as follows: Maximum temperature, 69
weather
fair
is
tonight
generally
T.
rest.
J.
filling
Carpenter
days
at 4:30 p. m. minimum, 3"
Mr. Haines' ab- morrow, with warmer weather in the degrees,
53 the position during
at 5:10 p. m. The mean
degrees,
Garcia, s majority
of
the
south
Territory tonight.
portion
sence.
for the 24 hours was 52 de. .
Years.
temperature
Two
Council
City
is
C.
Relative
V.
Satt'ord
Auditor
humidity, 15 per cent.
grees.
Traveling
166
Hogle, R
Monarch Creamery Butter, pure and
6:00 a. m. today, 3'-at
A.
of
F.
books
the
Temperature
129 today examining
Ortiz, R
Plaza
30 cents per pound at
sweet,
coldegrees.
and
Hubbell, treasurer
Market.
37 lector of Bernalillo County at AlbuHogle's majority
querque.
Board of Education Four Years.
Corn fed Kansas City' meat, pork, BUSS FOR SUNMOUNT TENT CITY
V. D. Lorenzo, A. Digneo, Miss Jen177
,nfi
Easley, D
etc., at the City Meat Market, San
119 nie Digneo and James Laudenslauter
Leaves the Claire Hotel Daily
Sturges, R.
Street.
Francisco
as Follows:
will furnish the music at the dance to
58 be given by the Santa Fe Opera House
Easley's majority
STOCK MARKETS.
Leaves 9:00 a. m., returns 9:30 a. in.
Board of Education Two Years.
Company this evening.
New York, April 11. Atchison 75 Js'; Leaves 11:30 a.
HI
172
m., returns 12:00
Railroad
&
Grande
R..
Rio
Denver
The
Roybal,
pfd., 94K; New York Central, 117;
124 has fixed a
Trujillo, R
special rate between this Pennsylvania, 119M; Southern Pacific, Leaves 1:30 p. m., returns 2:00 p. m.
m.
city and Pagosa Springs, Colorado, to 50; Union Pacific. 88; pfd., 93; U. Leaves 5:30 p. m., returns 6:00 p.
48
Hotel.
Claire
on
at
Sale
Tickets
S.
for
of
notice
$22
Steel,
61.
until
further
Roybal's majority
be good
11; pfd.,
THIRD WARD.
the round trip, good for 30 days.
The best is not too good for th Ban
Mayor.
WOOL MARKET.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, R. A. Ma171
Ton.
Gibson, D
sons will hold its regular monthly con11.
Wool,
Mo.,
St.
Louis,
April
93
Sena, R
vocation at 7:30 o'clock this evening steady.
$25.00 to California via Santa Fe.
western
medium, 18
at Masonic Hall. Visiting companions
Territory and
78
MONEY'S DIGEST.
16.
Gibson's majority
17; fine; 14
20; fine medium, 15
are cordially invited to attend.
New Mexican Printing ComThe
City Clerk.
The first communion services for
made
has
.,179
arrangements
pany
Conklin, D
MARKET REPORT.
'
this year were held in the Cathedral
85
with the publisher of Money's Digest
R
Gonzales,
45
boys
yesterday morning, in which
of the New Mexico reports to sell the
MONEY AND METAL.
84 and 38 girls received holy communion.
at the reduced price of $6.50,
Conklin's majority
New York. April 11. Monev on call, same
Vicar General Fourchegu conducted
Treasurer.
mer delivered In any part of the Territory.
lA percent.
Prime
fa
easv.
Ik'
168 the services.
4K Der cent. Silver This price will hold good only for a
Griffin, R
cantile naoer 4
The Denver & Rio Grande Railroad 53?g.
96
R
limited time In order to reduce the
Hersch,
and the Santa Fe Central Railway
New Vork, April 11. Lead and cop- stock so as to pay for the publMitng
62 have a gang of section men at work per, quiet unchanged.
Griffin's majority
of the book.. This price is subject to
GRAIN.
Years.
Four
Council
straightening the tracks and putting
withdrawal without notice, cash to
City
174 in a derail switch just above MonteLopez, R. .
Chlcaaro,
April It. Close. Wheat, accompany each order.
88 zuma Avenue.
Romero, R
May, 93; July, 86.
51.
If you wish. to make quick sales yoa
The base ball game yesterday afterCorn, May, 53; July, 50
H; July, 37.
86 noon on the College grounds between
Oats, May, 38
will have to advertise your wares.
Lopez's majority
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
the St. Michael's College nine and the
City Council Two Years. . .
154 Mechanic's baseball team resulted in a
.. . .
Walker, D. .
Pork, May, 813 25; July, $12.45.
99 victory for the St. Michael boys by the
Lard, May, $6 476.50; July, 86.55
Fischer, R
Elba, Mav, 86.35; July, $G.5052$.
score of 2 to 5.
STOCK.
55
Walker's majority
A. B. Renehan has constructed a "
Board of Education Four Years.
For Fine Photos.
Kansas City, Mo.. April 11. Cattle
neat stone wall two feet and nine
.162 inches
Catron, R
t
high around his entire resi- market receipts, steady.
Finished in Platinum and
83.60 (3 85.25; South
102 dence
Weltmer, R
property on Upper Palace Ave- emNative steers,
H2.60
Southern
83.20;
steers,
of
one
is
Renehan
residence
The
nue.
Platino.
83.20; native cows and
cows, 83.00
60 the
Catron's majority
in town.
prettiest
and
Stockers
83.00
84.25;
PLAZA STUDIO
heifers,
Board of Education Two Years.
Teofilo Romero and Rosa Sanchez of feeders, 83.00
84.50; bulls, 83.60
Santa Fe, N. M,
167
Segiira, D
86.50; western
the pueblo of Tesuque, were united in 83.85; calves, 83.00
95
R
Shoemaker,
$4.60; western cows,
steers, 83.60
marriage this morning at the Cathe- 83.00
53.65.
Vicar General Fourchegu. The
dral
by
72
Sheep market receipts, steady.
Segura's majority
ceremony was witnessed by Ellas Sua-s85.25: lambs, $5.25
Muttons, 84.50
FOURTH WARD.
and Silvera Duran.
H.T THE
85.35:
85.90; Range weathers, 85 00
Mayor.
The following homestead patent was Ewes, $3.00
$5.00.
130
MILLINERY
PARLORS
D
Gibson,
Cattle, market,
Chicago. April 11.
77 recorded by Probate Clerk Celso Lopez
OF
Sena, R
slow.
today: The United States of America receipts,
MESDAMES HALL and DAVIS,
85.60;
Good to prime steers, 85.35
NE
53 to Juan Martinez y Garcia, for the
Gibson's majority
Plaza
Corner
East
stockers
85.00;
j& Sao Francisco St
of section 9, in T 14 N, R 11 E, of ooor to medium, 83.75
cows 83.00
84.25;
and
$2.75
City Clerk.
feeders,
NEW YORK
LATEST
ALL
THE
160 acres in
120 New Mexico meridian,
84.75; canners,
$4.25; heifers, 82.25
Conklin, D
STYLES
FOR
Fe
Santa
County.
83 50; bulls, 83 25
$4.10;
88
83.00
I
Gonzales, R
$5.25; Texas fed steers, SEI?.I2Ta- and
Many citizens have requested Mayor-Elec- t calves, 83.50
INCLUDING
$4.60.
A. R. Gibson to appoint Richard 84.00
32
Conklin's majority
Maline Nets, Chiffons,' Braid 6.
Sheep market receipts, steady to
Gorman, a resident of the First Ward,
Treasurer.
130 as city marshal under the incoming strong.
Flowers direct from the'hands
Griffl, R
Good to choice wethers, $4.75
$5.65;
78 city administration. It is understood fair to choice mixed, $3.50
Hersch, R
$4.50;
of
the workmen, Best Quality
that these requests have been heeded western sheep, $4.75
$5.65; native
Mr.
Mr.
Gibson
will
ra
and
that
western
Iambs.
52
Liberty Lomsine Taffeta Satin
appoint
Griffin's majority
85.50,
lambs $4.50
Gorman to the position.
$5.50 (3. $6.25.
and Velvet Ribbons, Stocks, ColCity Council Four Years.
123
Costlllo, D
Residents on Palace Avenue are
lars and Handkerchiefs. Fancy
You will save money by buying your
89 complaining bitterly at the injury done
Pacheco, R
Brooches, Hatpins and Buckles.
to that street, the holes and ruts made meat at the City Meat Market, San
Sostillo's majority
34' and the dust created by the passage Francisco Street.
Full line Shirt Waist Novelties.
Tuesday's Election
Saturday.

Gon-'.ale-

FRANCISCO ST

Don't fail to see this beautiful line,
and colors. Latest novelties in

..

Salazar, R

Last

About the quality of yoor
.

J 904.

Council Two Years.
OFFICIAL VOTE OF THE CITY. Anton, City
R

:

--

it,

S. 0. CARTWR1GHT, Sec'y and Treas.

No. 250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49.

Ralston Purina Foods.
We Are Now Prepared to Make Remarkably Low Prices
on Ralston Porina Foods.
25c
15c Packages Purina Pan Kake Flour. 2 Packages for
15c
Food
Breakfast
Ralston
20c Packages
I5c
Food
20c Packages Palston Barley
25c
for
2
15c Packages Ralston Grits,
Packages
10c
Ralston Health Crisp
10c
Ralston Health Cereal Coffee
25c
35c Sacks Ralston Kornkins, granulated corn meal,

FRESH BUTTER.
Meadow Gold Butter is always good, always sweetest
flavor, and is the highest priced butter on the market, per
Pound, 35c. Pure Separator Creamery Butter, the Beech-woolately improved in quality and now almost as good
as the Meadow Gold Butter, per pound 30c.
MEAT MARKET.
of
season
the
At this
year it is almost impossible to get
to
eat. We handle nothing but the
is
fit
native meat that
choicest packing house products. We now "have in stock
eastern lamb, mutton and beef of thv highest quality,
which we are sending out in the best possible manner.
d,

Butchers, Bakers, Grocers
Gaie On Our
Hew Furniture

'.

......

Go to Davis

o

Handsome Baby
riages and
Go-Car-

of the

Car-

ts

Latest Makes

HOUSEHOLD

EASTER OFENirtG
--

STJ-3C3ii:E-

New and Second Hand
Will furnish your house from the
kitchen to the garret for cash or on

The Installment Plan.
'

JD.

trouble to show you through the
establishment wheter vou buy or not
and if you buy will deliver goods free

J No

S. LOWITZKI.

MELAHB'S PHARMACY
LDoltdsoSod

-and

Woficlhi LnlaE!

For we Face, Hands, Sbin and Complexion

ireannm

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday. April

(

t,

1904

F. WIELANDY, 8

The
flow through it in deep canons.
ditches are small and there is great
need of storage reservoirs. The prin- Attorney
cipal tributary of the Gila in New
Continued from Page Three.
and Notary Ptifelic
Francisco River.
and irrigated 49,520 acres belonging Mexico is San
in
1902 water from all sources
In
to 2,412 farms, at an average cost per
irrigated 9,342
acre of $5.98. There were 584 miles of this drainage basin
to 264 farms. There
acres
belonging
BUYER
main canals and ditches.
and 148 miles of main
CHICAGO,
.
Fifteen systems .received water from were 63 systems
and ditches which, with other
springs and irrigated 514 acres on 29 canals
appliances, cost $75,769, an
irrigation
farms. The total cost of construction
cost
per irrigated acre of
for the 17 miles of main ditches and average
34 systems diverting water
The
$'7.90.
other irrigation works for the springthe main stream cost $46,014 and
systems was $7,601, an average cost from
111 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
4,647 acres on 101 farms at
per acre of $14.79. Eleven farms with irrigated
of
acre
$9.90.
cost per
The(
an irrigated area of 217 acres received an average
of main canals and ditchLands and houses fcr sale. Homewater from wells through eleven sys- totalwaslength
93 miles. San Francisco River
es
located. Rents collected. Titles
cost
steads
an
cost
tems
$25,160,
that
S
average
irand its tributaries in New Mexico
examined.
Conveyancing, etc , etc.
per irrigated acre of $115.94. This
157
4,608 acres, representing
THE SHORT LINE OF NEW MEXICO
high average cost per acre for the rigated The total first cost of the 23
farms.
springs and wells is explained by the
54 miles of main cafact that some of these systems are systems, having was $21,455, the averROBBED THE GRAVE.
SERVICE
ditches,
and
PROMPT
nals
NEW EQUIPMENT
used also for purposes other than
A startling incident is narrated by
age cost per irrigated acre, being
John Oliver of Philadelphia, as fol$4.60.
CONNECTING AT SANTA FE, N. M., with the Denver ft
Pecos River Drainage Basin.
Basin.
River
lows: "I was in an awful condition.
Drainage
Trinidad
Cimarron
Rio Grande Railroad for Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo,
This river, the largest confluent of
900 square miles in the My skin was almost yellow, eyes
of
area
An
and all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana and the Great
eastern
the Rio Grande, heads on the
extreme northeastern corner of the sunken, tongue coated, pain continuNorthwest.
of the Rocky Mountains northRivslope
El
with
the
N.
M.,
CONNECTING AT TORRANCE,
ally in back and sides, no appetite,
Territory is drained by Cimarron
east of Santa Fe, flows in a southerly er
as it is sometimes growing weaker day by day. Three
or
Cimarron,
Dry
System for El Paso, Texas, and all points in Southern
sixdirection and enters Texas about
New Mexico, Arizona, Texas and the Republic of Mexico. Also for
Crazing is the' principal in physicians had given me up. Then I
pnilpH
ty miles west of .the eastern boundary dustry in this section, and irrigation is was advised to use Electric Bitters;
Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago and all points east via tfce Rock
of the Territory. The principal tribuIsland system.
to a very limited extent.
to my great joy, the first bottle made
taries of the Pecos are the Hondo, practiced
Santa
between
Line
Short
is
CENTRAL
the
sources in a decided improvement.
I continued
Tn 1902 water from all
THE SANTA FE
Penasco and Gallinas rivers, the first
Fe and El Paso, Texas, Alamogordo, CarrLzozo, Santa Rosa, Tucum-car- i,
basin was supplied their use for three weeks, and am now
this
drainage
El
last
the
on
and
the
two being in the southern
N. M., Dalhart, Texas, and all other point
53 systems to 79 tarms, b,&bi a well man. I know they robbed the
in the northern portion of the basin. through
System.
No one
The 107 miles zrave of another victim."
a prps heititr irrigated.
For freight and passenger rates, and other information regarding
Many of the headwater tributaries of main canals and ditches and other should fail to try them. Only 50 cts,
it
which
operand
water
the
of
country through
the Santa Fe Central Railway
have a more constant supply
works cost $46,201, an avei- - guaranteed by Fischer Drug Company.
ates, call on or address
than the main stream, but the altitude irrigation
of
$7.05
per acre.
is such that little farming is practiced. age
NOTICE
Drainage Basins.
N.
M.
SANTA
Independent
F.
P.
&
FE,
B, W. BOBBINS, 6.
In 1902 there were 258 systems sup.,
streams within the Of the Disincorporation of the Town
are
three
There
basin.
in
this
sources
all
from
plied
ren-itnr'
that are not directly tribu
of Cerrillos, Santa Fe County.
The number of farms reporting irriand hence
stream
to
any
is hereby given as required
larger
Notice
tary
gation was 1,542 and the total first are classed as independent, ur rne
of the compiled laws
cost of the systems was $2,754,810, an rirainasre. basins of these streams that by section 2508
Mexico
that the town
1897
New
of
of
the
of
each
average cost of $48,41 for
is the most exten of
Mimbres
Rio
of
the
Fe
Santa
County, has
Cerrillos,
The entire
56,497 acres irrigated.
sive It comririses about 2,300 square been disincorporated as a town under
was
ditches
and
main
canals
length of
miles in the southwestern portion of
of section 2503 of the
579 miles.
Thirty systems, heading the Territory. The Fresno and Tula the provisions
laws of New Mexico of 1897
compiled
a
had
main
the
in
streams,
directly
the western slopes and sections immediately following.
rin Rivers drain
total length of 180 miles of main of
Blanco and Sacramento
Sierra
the
In witness whereof I have hereunto
necescanals and ditches and with the
Mountains, which lie between the Rio set my hand and the seal of the board
etc.,
Use.
reservoirs,
Fxmilv
dams,
fnr
Nitlu
sary headgates,
Grande and Pecos Rivers in the south- of county commissioners of the coun
cost $2,284,176, an average cost per ir- ern
OOR SPBCIALTIESOW Cfow, McBrayer. Guckenheimet Rye, Tayiw
of Santa Fe, Territory of New Mex
part of the Territory.
avml Puton, OM Jordan awl Monocram, Ky., Whiskies.
rigated acre of $135.21. This high to
sources in ty
Tn 1902 water from all
this the 4th day of April, 1904.
ico,
is
attributable
N.
acre
A.
cost
per
SANTA FE,
erage
SAN FRANCISCO STREET
several
drainage
independent
these
CELSO LOPEZ,
(Seal)
reservoirs.
the- cost of a few large
basins irrigated 8.355 acres belonging
Recorder
and
These systems irrigated 12,333 acres to 326 farms. The 47 systems, includ- - Probate Clerk
of Santa Fe County, N. M.
437
to
farms.
belonging
ins 100 miles of main canals and ditch
Of the confluents Hondo River and
cost $126,550, an average of $15.15
es,
Ballard's Horehound Syrup.
tributaries irrigated almost as many
irrigated acre. The Rio Mimbres
per
basin
in
the
streams
Immediately relieves hoarse, croupy
acres as all other
water
furnished
alone
and tributaries
oppressed, rattling, rasping and
combined. On 431 farms 24,608 acres
25 systems to 239 farms, irri- cough,
difficult
breathing. Henry C. Stearns,
were irrigated 'at an average cost of through
6,546 acres at an average cost
gating
79
the
cost
of
Ws., writes,
first
Shullsburg,
$10.64. The total
acre of $17.14. The total cost of Druggist,
ALL HMDS OP MINERAL WATERS Jt Jt Jt NAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLEI
"I have been selling
20, 1901:
was $261,863, and the aggre- per
May
systems
The Traie Sapplkd Prom Oae Bottle to Carloa.
constructing the necessary irrigation
Syrui) for two
gate length of main canals and ditches works, including 60 miles of main ca- Ballard's Horehound
and have never had a prepara
years,
210 miles.
No.
M.
N.
Phone
Fe,
nals and ditches, was $112,192.
Gtsadakfpe Street,
satisfaction.
The average cost per acre for irrimost tion that has given better
There were nine
I notice that when I sell, a bottle they
in
this
wells
drainage
gation from
Mimbres
Rio
in
were
the
of which
come back for more. I can honestly
basin was $28.21. There were 40 sysbasin, which irrigated 41 recommend it." 25c, 50c, $1.00.
tems, costing $52,175, and on the 44 drainage
acres belonging to ten farms. The toFischer Drug Company.
farms reporting irrigation, there were tal cost of construction was $6,050,
1,811 acres irrigated.
cost per irrigated
and the
The Canadian River Drainage Basin. arm was average
S1 50.
This high advance is SANTA FE CENTRAL RAILWAY COMPANY
of
affluent
an
The Canadian River,
Order No. 16.
by the fact that these systhe Arkansas heads in Raton Pass in explained
for other
are
tems
used
all
To
concerned;
Commencing with
principally
Colfax County, near the northern bor nurnoses.
Knnda.v. March 27th. 1004. and until fur
MexNew
in
A Rio
basin
Ri der. Its catchment
Rio
The Arkansas River Drainage Basin. ther notice, trains one and two will not
W. D. LrjH.,
ico includes most of Colfax, Mora and
A
Rio
In the northern nart of Colfax Coun run on Sundays.
General Manager.
Union and small portions of San Midrained
area
small
a
is
by
very
ty
guel and Guadalupe Counties. The Trinchera Creek, a tributary or the Las Santa Fe, N. M., March 25, 1904.
headwater tributaries are perennial in Animas River. In 1902, thirteen farms
Serious Stomach Trouble Cured.
THE POPULAR LIME TO
their upper courses, but are dry for a with an irrigated area of 691 acres
I was troubled with a distress in my
portion of the year in their lower sec- were supplied with water through six
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Crisp! Creek, Leadvllle,
tions. The principal tributaries are systems heading in this creek. The stomach, sour stomach and vomiting
Oenwood Springs, Aspen, wand Junction, Salt
the Mora, which supplied water to total cost of the systems, including snells. and can truthfully say that
and Liver
more than half the irrigated area in four miles of main ditches, was $i,oiu Chamberlain's Stomach
Lake City, Ogden. Bvfte, Helena, San Francisco,
cured me. Mrs. T. V. Will
Tablets
this drainage basin, and the Cimarron and the
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
cost
per
irrigated iams.
average
and Vermejo Rivers.
Laingsburg, Mich. These tab
Reaches all the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
acre was $1.46.
from
area
total
are
1902
the
In
lets
irrigated
guaranteed to cure every case
Colorado, Utah and New Hexko.
:
of stomach trouble of this character.
all sources in this basin was 56,203
for
Great
Kidneys.
For sale by all druggists.
acres, representing 1,472 farms. The
j.97 systems, Including 473 miles of
Weak back, tired feeling, mental de1 1
main canals and ditches cost $425,442,
Cures Coughs and Colds.
headache and
an
average cost per irrigated acre of pression, sleeplessness,
Mrs. C. Peterson, 625 Lake St., To
To all Mouutain Resorts
other symptoms are quickly cured by
$7.57. The Mora River and tributaries
peka, Kas., says: "Of all cough reme
alone furnished water to 90 systems,
Only Line Passing Through Salt Lake City Enrome to the Pacific Coast
the use of Palmo Tablets. They act
dies Ballard's Horehound Syrup is my
irrigating 32,796 acres belonging to directly on the kidneys and nervous
favorite; it has done and will do all
1,139 farms. The 229 miles of main
that is claimed for it to speedily cure
canals and ditches and the other necsystem, and make you look and feel
all coughs and colds and it is so
BETWEEN
AN9
essary irrigation works cost $99,475, years younger. 50cents. Book Free.
sweet and pleasant to the taste. 25c.
the average cost per irrigated acre beand $1.00 a bottle. Fischer Drug
50c,
SALT LAKE CITY
ALAMOSA
ing $3.03.
Company.
At Ireland's Pharmacy.
CRIPPLE CREEK OGDEN
San Juan River Drainage Basin.
LEADVILLE
PORTLAND
This river, a tributary of the ColoSciatic Rheumatism Cured.
OLENWOOD SPGS SAN FRANCISCO
TAILORING.
GRAND JUNCT'N LOS ANGELES
"I have been subject to sciatic
the' tailor, is headquarters
rado, rises among the San Juan MounMuralter,
tains, northeast of Pagosa Peak in for fine snrlne and summer suits, latest rheumatism for years," says E. H.
Colorado. There are 125 miles of the patterns, from $30 up. Also a large Waldron, of Wilton Junction, Iowa.
C A DC SSBTITH A LA CARTS W main stream in New Mexico, the river line of samples of Murphy Brothers "My joints were stiff and gave me
niNIM
entering the Territory near the nqrtu-wes- t line, fine business suits from $17 up, much pain and discomfort. My joints
angle of Rio Arriba County and trousers to fit from $4.50 up. Special would crack when I straightened up.
the boundary near the attention is calleu to a fine line or I used Chamberlain's Rain Balm and
recrossing
northwest corner of San Juan County samples and styles of ladies fancy have been thoroughly cur$L Have
Leal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office.
Only the lower courses of its north- snrimr tailor made suits. A call to not had a pain or ache from the old
ern tributaries are in New Mexico. inspect our line is earnestly solicited. trouble for many months. It is cer
Its tributaries from the south are of Perfect fits
tainly a most wonderful liniment." For
guaranteed.
sale by all druggists.
little consequence. The main stream
and northern tributaries are perennial
Best Cough Medicine for Children.
S FOlt INDIAN SUPPLIES.
and their gradient is such that water
When you buy a cough medicine for IiROPOSA
of the Interior, Office of Inis easily diverted therefrom.
small children you want one in which dian Affairs. Washington, D. C, March 21,
1904. Sealed
indorsed "Proposals
In 1902, 526 farms were reported
implicit confidence. for beef, flour,proposals,
you can
etc.," as the case may be, and
with an area of 20,467 acres irrigated You want place
not only relieves directed to the Commissioner of Indian Afone
that
South Canatstreet. Chicago, 111.,
from all sources in this basin. The 93 but cures. You want one that is un- fairs,
will be received until 1 o'clock, p. m., of
systems, including 271 miles of main questionably harmless. You want one Tuesday, May 3, 1SHH, for furnishing
for the
canals and ditches, cost $295,298, an that is nleasant to take. Chamber Indian Service, beef, flour, bacon, beans, cofsugar, rice, tea. and other articles of
average cost per irrigated acre of lain's Cough Remedy meets all of fee,
subsistence; also fur groceries, soap, baking
crocUei y. agricultural implements,
$14.43. The 29 systems supplied with these conditions.
There is nothing so powder,olio,
The Burlington road is the only comglass, tinware, w gous, harness,
water from the main stream direct ir- eood for the coughs and colds incident paints,
shoe
findings, saddlery, etc .school
leather,
own
and
rails
its
running
204
and a long list of miscellaneous
pany having from Denver to St. Louis.
rigated 6.235 acres belonging to
childhood. It is also a certain pre supplies,
to
Sealed
articles.
oaals, indoised 'Prosolid trains
farms. The total first cost of con- ventive and cure for croup, and there posals for ru bber vro'
etc.." as
goods, hardware, Commisto the
Think of this when you come to make
struction for the 83 miles of main ca- is no danger whatever from whooping the case amy be, and directed
sioner of Iudixn Affairs 602 South seventh
nals and ditches and other irrigation
you
trip this year. If You
when it is given. It has been street, St, Louis. Vo., will be received until 1
your Exposition
cough
works was $164,994, the average cost used in many epidemics of that dis- o'clock, p. m., of Thursday, May 5, 1904, for
do, you will use the Burlington.
rubber
furnishing for the Indian Service,
and medical
per acre being $26.25.
can step into our St. Louis Special
ease with perfect success. For sale goods, boots and shoes, hardware
"Proindorsed
supplies. Sealed proposals,
Las Animas River and tributaries by all druggists.
Denver at 2:00 p. m. one day, and you
and cotton goods,
posals forblai.kets, woolen
all
alone irrigated more acres than
be, and
clothing, etc.," as the case may
are in St. Louis the next afternoon
directed to the Commissioner of Indian Aftoasin.
sources
in
other
the
at
and
Bon
Ton.
steaks
Thick
drainage
New
juicy
York
1
the vestibuled
Wooster street.
fairs, Nos. received
6:50, or, you can
Twenty.-si- x
until 1 o'clock, p. m., of
systems were thus supCity, will be
10:35 p. m. arfor
the
for
21,
leaving Denver
19j4,
May
furnishing
Tuesday,
on
A GREAT SENSATION.
plied with water and 10,502 acres
Indian Service, blankets, woolen and cotton
second morning
riving in St. Louis
241 farms were irrigated at an averwas a big sensation in Lees-vill- goods, clothing, notions, hats and caps Bids
There
7:19. Could you ask for anything
must be made out on Government blanks.
age cost per acre of $9.67. The sysInd., when W. H. Brown of that Schedules giving all necessary information
better?
tems cost $101,535 and the total place, who was expected to die, Jhad for bidders will be furnished on application
the Indian Office, Washington,1 D. U ;the
length of main canals and ditches was his life saved by Dr. King's New Dis- to
Wooster
U. S. Indian warehouses,
7
Uniform excellence would be a desSouth Canal
115 miles.
City;
covery for Consumption. He writes: street, New York 111.
: 815 Howard
street,
Chicago,
street,
"I endured insufferable agonies from Omaha, Nebr.; 602 South Seventh street,
cription of these trains. Their appointGila River Drainage Basin.
St.
of
Commissaries
Mo.
;
Subsistence,
the
Louis.
ments are as nearly perfect as human
but
New
your
Discovery gave U.S. A., at Cheyenne, Wyo., and St. Paul,
The headwater tributaries of Gila Asthma,
River drain the slopes of several rang- me immediate relief and soon there- Minn. ; the Quartermaster, U. S. A., Seattle,
ingenuity can devise.
Wash. ; the postmasters at Sioux City, Tuces of the Mogollon Mountains. . The after effected a complete cure." Simi- son,
Portland, Spokane, and Tacoma; and the
cures
of
Consumption, Pneumonia, Manufacturers' and Producers' Association
maia stream has a course of 125 miles lar
California, San Francisco. Cal. Bids will
Office. 1039 17th St.
before reaching the Arizona boundary. Bronchitis and Grip are numerous. It's of
be opened at the hour and days aboi e .tated,
and
throat
the
all
basin
for
peerless
about 5,760
This drainage
remedy
and bidders are invited to be present at the
G. W. VALLERY, General Agent,
opening. The Department reserves the right
square miles in extent, is a high and lung troubles. Price 50c and $1.00. to
determine the point of delivery and to reGuaranteed
Fischer
DENVER.
with
areas
Company.
or any part of any bid.
small
by
Drug
only
rolling plateau
ject any and allW.bids,
A. JONES, Commissioner.
,'"
suitable for agriculture, as the streams Trial bottles free.

J.
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NFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A St. Louis World's fair information
bureau has been established at 836
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
of Phil P. Hiiichcock, where information will be ch eerfully iurrish&d.

It will pay you to advertise. Try

it
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MONTEZUMA LODGS
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
Regular communication first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m. .
P SPITZ w M
F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
SANTA FE CHAPTER,
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular;
convocation second Monday in each month at Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
--

SANTA FE COMMANDERU
No. 1, K. T. Regular
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
F. S. DAVIS, E. C,
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
co-?la-

K. OF

P.

SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting every Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting
Knights given a cordial welcome.
JOHN L. ZIMMERMAN, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K ft. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Fftrance.

36.

Santa

THE DE!TFH

Masonic.

O. O. F.

SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. 7.
Meets every Friday evening In Odd
Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. Q.
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, NO.
I. O. O. F. Regular communication
the second and fourth Tuesday of
each month at Odd Fellows' Hall. VI
iting patriarchs welcome.
JOHN SEARS, Scribe.
A. O. U. W.

GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, O. O. U. W.
Meets every second and fourth Wed-

nesday at o p. m.
C. b. PIERCE, Master Workman.
JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.
B. P. O. ELKS.

SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.l.
Holds its regular" session on the
second and fourth Wednesdays' ol
each month. Visiting brothers are Invited and welcome.
J. B. DAVIS, B. R,
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.

Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I.
meets every Thursday eve
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock.
chiefs cordially invited.

O. R. M.

at Odd
Visitinf

C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.

BUILDING & LOAN
ASSOCIATION

MUTUAL

Has On Hand for Loans

$2,000.00

They will loan you all or any part of it.
The best way on earth to save money
take out some stock. You wiU
be pleased with the returns you get.
Further information furnished by

R.J. CRICHTON, Secretary.

Office: Catron tilock, Up Stain
With I. B. & R. H. HANNA. K

taMilipaDi
Jewelry Mannfactnrim: Co.

Golfla Silver Filigree

tin ifTTiinmi

N. Mondragon, Mgr.

Ticket

LaugMin BuiMing, Don Gasoar AvennS

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, April

MINES AND MILLS.

jatsif Os (isHpfe

nrr

I

uSjq& cost?

it, 1904.
J. P. VICTORY

Maxwell Oranfco

Attorney at Law and
SIERRA COUNTY.
The Richmond group, owned by the
Gold Mines Company, is by mining
FARMIKG LANDS DNDSR IRRIGATION SYSTEM.
men regarded as among the most im
These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offer
portant of any in the district of Hills
for sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with
boro. The company has in its posses- (I? San Francisco Street. Santa Fe, N. M
water rights frorii $17 to 935 per acre, according to location. Paysion, something amounting to about
TnEAL ESTATE LOANS.
ments may be made In ton year Installments. Alfalfa, grains, fruits mt
one hundred and ten or twenty acres
all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.
Money to loan upon real estate secui
of mineral bearing ground. These are
on
terms.
situated about three miles from Hills ty
easy
boro. The company also owns a mill
site comprising 49 acres on Percher I have a nice HOMES.
On this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.. are the gosft
cottage (double) six
Oreek. This gives the company water rooms on
ailning districts of Elizabethtown and Baldy, where Important miners
one side, 4 on the other
sufficient for all uses, and an ample
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on nnloeated ground assy as
jwner occupies 4 rooms and the res
water power for operating a 100-tomauB uuuer wie mining regulations 01 tne company, wnien are as Is
able to the prospector as the C. 8. government laws.
mill during the entire year. The erec rent for $25 a month; good nelghboi
tion of a 50 ton mill is now under con hood; ample space to erect other bull
Near Baton, X. M., ob this grant, are located tke Coal Mines af tis
ana
stables
templation by the company. In years aings on same street;
Saton Coal and Coke Company, where em ploy meat stay be found a&
past about $250,000 worth of free mill other outbuildings; the price asked Is
good wages for any wishing to work daring ike seasons that farming mr
ing gold ore have been shipped to the very low.
prospecting ean not be successfully done.
smelters of El Paso, Texas from this
Can sell at a bargain cozy homes on
For particulars and advertising matter apply as
group. The transportation charges at Manhattan avenue, one a naw stone
that time averaged $12 per ton, conse house with all modern improvements
quently it paid to ship only the higher the other an adobe-brichouse, '
grades of ore. All the lower grades rooms; fruit and vegetable garden;
BATON. NEW MEXICO
therefore were piled upon the dump ity water, hydrant and tank; 70 choice
and some left in the stopes. The val fruit trees; currant and
raspberry
ues of these low grade ores averaged bushes; lot 80
by 265 feet. The stone
from four to twenty dollars and there biouse will be rented.
must be according to all accounts not
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
less than 60,000 tons in one dump
I have several business blocks foi That is why you see our teams so
alone. The high grade ores had an
busy supplying the wants of the peo
average of about $75 running in spots sale on this great mart of trade, some
with our fine
ple
from $28 to $200. There is consider of them producing more than eigh
able water in the lower portions of per cent, net, on purchase price asked.
many of the shafts but this does not inOTHER BUSINESS CHANCES
terfere with the shipping of consider
1 nave several other commercial
able quantities of first class ore, be
and
cause there is sufficient of that charac business propositions to submit those de
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
ter above the water level. The many airing to enter mercautile life and to
That there Is some difference
well defined veins in the properties grow up with the new era of prosperity
in wood. Our wood Is the best
now coming in with the Santa Fe Cen
contain porphyritis gangue matter. tral
WOOD
to be had & always at your call- Kaiiway.
which is largely impregnated with
CHURCHES.
quarts. A lot of ore shipped from the
Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.
I am authorized to dispose of the Con
large dump hereinbefore mentioned re
turned $9.84 per ton which under pres gregational Church, on the south side
"ST
ent processes of treatment nets a very convenient to the
Union OFFICE: Garfield Avenue, Near A. T. & 8. F. Depot
contemplated
J'lione N'oH3fair return. The development of the
Depot. It stands upon two lots, and will
property is being constantly carried be sold
cheap, or the building will be
forward and has now reached a depth
of 450 feet in one shaft with nearly repa red and leased to responsible par000 feet of tunnel and drift work. In ties.
the 100 foot level a winze has been put
THERE ARE OTHERS.
down to the depth of 45 feet in a five
Several small houses, some stone
These Celebrated Hot Springs are lo these waters has been thoroughly .earfoot vein and it exposed three small some brick, others
frame, upon my tted in the midst of the Ancient Cliff ed by the miraculous cures attested
t
one
on
high grade pay streaks,
the books, which I vould be glad to show
In the following
diseases: Paralyser
west
twenty-fiv- e
miles
of
wellers,
hanging wall, one on the foot wall and an intended purchaser.
They are de
Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
the other in the filling which is soft sirably
situated, and will be sold aos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Bright's Disease Consumption,
of the Kidand of a good concentrating characabout
twelve miles from Bar- neys, Syphilitic and Mer&urlal
Fe, and
ter. In the 300 foot level much ore is cheap.
Affe
ORCHARDS.
ranca Station, on the Denver and Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe,
being broken, which averages $40. This
f
1 also have a fruit ranch in a
ore also runs about 2
high (Jraade Railway, from which point a Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board
per cent copline
to
of
run
the
stages
in the suburbs, dally
Springs, lodging and bathixg, $2.50 per day; U
per. Assay returns from ore obtained tate of cultivation,
in many of the workings are said to be with a building site overlooking the the temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage meet.'
as high, as $180 to the ton. The total entire city of Santa Fe. On It there is from 90 t& 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Saata
amount of ore which is now exposed m artificial reservoir, the only one of carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate train upon request. This resort is at
is estimated by those competent to Its kind in the city, 12 feet or more In very dry and delightful
the year tractive at all seasons, and Is open sJD
judge to be over $500,000. The sur- iepth, holding over 125,000 gallons of round. There is new a commodious winter. Passengers for Ojo CaUemte
face improvements of the property water, constantly replenished,
from hotel for the convenience of invalids can leava Santa Fe at 9 a. m., aav
comprise the shaft houses and mill which the whole place can be irrigated aad tourists. These waters contain reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m. the am
houses. The new company was oriallj during the summer, and which 1,688.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from Saab
ganized a few months ago. As soon as :ould be stocked with ih. The land galloa, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For furtav
a mill is erected, which will be suit- contains many hundreds of young trees Swings in the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
able for the handling of the immense
)f t" finest and most valuable variebodies of low grade ore, there is no
ties of apples, peaches, pears, plums.
aouDt in tne minds ot mining men,
who have become familiar with the apricots, cherries and other fruits, the
Ojo Caliente. Taos County, W. A
Hillsboro district, but what, the Rich- greater part of which already bear; a
mond group of mines, will become Foung bearing vineyard, thousands ot
and other small
large producers of gold ore, combined bushes of currants
beds if asparagus,
extensive
fruits;
with copper.
16-Gauge
.hubarb, and other fine vegetables. T
be scld on easy terms, and for much
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
This is the smallest and lightest weight (about
Palace Hotel: J. M. McLeish, Chi- less than it cost, owing to ill health ol
2 pounds) repeating gun ever manufactured,
cago; J. E. Smith, Beatrice; Mrs. J. P. che owner.
and
opens up many new possibilities to the
Miss
F.
McNulty, Cerrillos;
McNulty, '
PLAZA PROPERTY.
te
sportsman. It is not a 16 barrel on a
Cerrillos; C. C. Catron and J. W. Catcrean
To those wishing to catch the
properly-proportion12 action, but a new, well-balance- d,
ron, City; D. T.. Garvey, Aurora, Illi- of Plaza real estate I can offer blocks
smokeless
with
modern
enables a shooter
nois; E. J. Flynn, Aurora; E. L. Critch-low- , at
gun
that,
powders,
double
themselves
will
figures that
to use a powerful load in a small shell and reduce, materiCity; R. L. McCance, City; Thom- In less than three years.
as McCarthy, Trinidad; J. F. Washally, the weight of shells and gun to be carried. The
burn, Trinidad; Charles A. Spiess, Las ROOMS: FURNISHED OR UNFURsmall,
light gun handles fast, results in close holding and
Vegas; A. A. Keen, Albuquerque;
NISHED.
increased
accuracy. QFbII dttcriptton in new Mar lin Catalog No. AS42,n(ou(-StnRichard Dunn, Las Vegas; H. D.
three stamps for postage to THK MARLIN FIREARMS Co., Niw Hayin. Conn.
rooms
in
or
unfurnished
Furnished
Knight, St. Louis; W. S. Hopewell,
all parts of the city.
Single, or en
City.
Claire:
E, P. Hubbell, Denver; L. mite, for light housekeeping. Some 01
P. Thomas, Jr., Erie; Mrs. J. J. White, them within five minutes walk of
rSSSSSSSj&aKBHBHBBBSSSaaBBBIS
Albuquerque; H. Horn, New York; An- Plaza.
tonio Joseph, O jo Caliente; Augustin
I will take pleasure
in showing
Roden, Albuquerque; A. P. Moore, Deninvestors desirable built'
prospective
ver; Thomas E. Worley, Kansas City;
.sites in the neighborhood of the
C. O. Bucker, St. Joseph; E. L. Dewey, Ing
and in the vicinity of th
Capitol,
San Francisco; Charles
Greenclay,
church, and other localPresbyterian
Denver; J. P. Kennedy, Kennedy; ities of the
which in a few years
city
H.
Brown, Denver.
George
will be worth doubly the present askBon Ton: George W. Wright, Golden; Jose G. Armijo, Golden; J. Devre, ing price.
OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
Albuquerque; C. M. Ricker, Albuquer
que; F. G. Davis, Las Vegas; L. M.
At El Cuervo, 10 miles from the Rook
Akron, Toledo; O. C. Clark, Toledo;
stand road, I can sell you about 640
R. Dalton, Hagan; Edward
Powell, acres; patented;
excellent
grazing
rm,.V
Cerrillos; land.
Hagan; George Murray,
.
M.
DavenF.
Thomas Welsh, Cerrillos;
Convenient to Las Vegas, I have for
port, Cerrillos; Antonio Romero,
lale several large tracts of desirable
J. C. Worth, El Paso; Manuel
tand which I am permitted to sell at
Bernalillo.
Rodriguez,
contains
C. B. Arnold, Cerrillos, very low figure. One tract
Normandie:
acres, and is located about
David Armijo, Albuquerque;
George ibout 3,500 one-half
miles southwest of
W. W. Cus- three and
M. Kester, Albuquerque;
of it is under
Las
all
Vegas; nearly
ter, Denver; Frank J. Williams, Triniwater fo
and
fence;
good
grazing
Ernest
McCann, Philadelphia;
dad;
stock; some timber. Another tract
Ira J. Willey, Albuquerque; J.
Trinidad; Thomas McCarthy, 550 acres, 7 miles from Las Vegas,'
Umber and grazing, with an excellent
Trinidad.
tream of water passing over it. Still
A THOUGHTFUL MAN.
another tract of 350 acres cf farming
M. M. Austin of Winchester, Ind., (razing and timber land, 8 miles west
knew what to do in the hour of need. tf Las Vegas, with running water
His wife had such an unusual case of tpoa it
.
stomach and liver trouble, physicians
Qne Way: $25 00. Tickets on sale dally duting March
AND
TIMBER
LANDS.
COAL
could not help her. He thought of and
tried Dr. King's New Life Pills and I can sell you large tracts of lano
and April.
got relief at once and was finally suitable for mining coal or the produ
Round
Trip: $38.45. Tickets on sale April 24 to May
cured. Only 25c, at Fischer Drug ion of timber.
2, 1904, inclusive.
Company.
CATTLE AND SHEEP RANGES.
tickets will be
Diverse Routes. If desired the round-tri- p
In all parts of the Territory, and
lunch counter at Bon Ton.
routes.
different
via
issued
anJ
returning
going
me In Wyoming
accorded.
Liberal stop-ovprivileges
The New Mexican Printing Company will do your Job work wKn neat- SECOND CLASS COLONIST
Personally conducted excursions three times a week. Tiie Way to Go
ness and dispatch.
RATES TO THE NORTHWEST.
Fast trains; irreproachable meal service. Yonr chance to
March 1 to April 30, 1904, via Santa Fe
visit California economically and comfortably, and under
MAKES A CLEAN 8WEEP.
Second class rates Santa Fe to Helepleasant conditions. Free descriptive literature and full
There's nothing like doing a thing na, Butte and Missoula, Montana, will
particulars by applying to
SeatOf
to
all the salves you ever be $32,
thoroughly.
Portland, Tacoma and
heard of, Bucklen's Arnica Salve Is the tle $37, to Spokane $34.50, for particuH.
LUTZ, Ticket Agent,
best It sweeps away and cures burns lars call on any agent of the Santa Fe.
ft Santa P Railway Company,
The
Atchison,
Topeaa
LUTZ.
H.
S.
sores, bruises, cuts, bolls, ulcers, skin
)
ill tbe Wiy 1
Agent, Santa Fe.
eruptions and piles. It's only 25c, and
Santa Fe, N. M.
to
give satisfaction by
guaranteed
v
Fischer Drug Company.
$H.M to California via Santa Fe.
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Tame nines!

Not Lock But Results.

SI "OUR PLACE"

.

Will Be Found a Full Line of Tabta Wines for Family Trad.
Order bjr Talephone Will Be Promptly FQlod : : t : t

Santa Fe.

h. PRICE. Prop.

nit

N. M.

KK.wtssa

X. B. QUICK EI.

THE

t

ZEIGER

QUICKELC&BOTHE,

j

COAL

WE

BEN BOTHK

J When Too Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget

The Maxwell Land Grant Co

Jt

CAFE

IB

M

Otfb Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
&

O

FIRE

CAPITAL COAL

Proprietors.

ONER

AIR; ID

0JQ CALIENTE I(0T SPRIjSGS.

,

Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO

--

W. N. TOWNSEND
SOVTS SI25B PliiZA, SAWTJL

3TE.

2

JETST MEXICO,

Our Motto is to Sell the Best

WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS
For the Least Possible Money

Buy your Goods Here. j Family Trade Solicited.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
telephone No. 94.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Ageat for Prof. Pozzoni's Mountain Sage Malt Tonic

Proprietor

Sltotasnv

I INCORPORATED I

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

1--

up-to-da-

WHOLESALE GROCERS

ed

Grain, Floor and Potatoes
Stationery,
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.

d

PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIX OKDKXS.

SANTA

FE, N. M.

A. P. HOGLE

Undertaker and
Funeral Director
0AXX8TBO STREET

11

f

U

1

imnrfT"

m

Beat of Reecncc Oryen
StfBAIJtCT,
RESIDENCE 'PHONE 141

JGaar

THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME
'

For Prospective Purchasers
of Building Lots in Estancia

Eutancia has GOOD WATER, SOFT WATER, PURE WATER.Q
RAILROAD WATER, CLEAR WATER and PLENTY ot WATERQ

;
j

RUSSEL. SAGE'S ADVICE,
"Young man, Buy Real Estate,"
Will soon rank with Horace Greely's aphorism,
. "YOUNG MAN GO WESTI "
"If you are going to do a good thing, do it in the best way," Is
another maxim of which you will appreciate the force it yoi will either
oaH on or communicate with W. P. CLARKE BEFORE BUYING TOWN
LOTS ELSEWHERE.

r

S.

be wise.

.

Put your money into land Own a Town Lot and Home.
!
Do like your fathers did buy good property in a live town, and
' your children will rise up and call ou blessed.
t
It is entirely safe to presume that within a very short time the
f town of ESTANCIA will be one of the liveliest, largest, and most substantlal towns in this section of the southwest
THE
desired at once.
Be sure and write for all Information
PRICE OP THESE LOTS WILL INTEREST YOU.
j

I
1

TERMS TO SUIT.
Adddress all comvnicationa to
W. P. CLARKE,
SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.
Oyer a million acres of land open for Homeatodere la the ESTAN-Qft ted from
TALLEY good soil and plenty of water. wtfteh
.

1

.

ftjd

to

tHrtr feet

en

Hen-drickso-

er

S.

V) 17

3

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, April
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We are now rolling op oar sleeves for the largest year's business the store has had. Going to get it, too, if appreciation of yoor
patronage, proper store methods, a splendid stock to select from, the fairest kind of pricing, and progressive merchandizing will count for
anything. This has baen the basis of past success so far. We are going to merit your patronage more than ever before. Give us a trial 1

j

Real Bargains in
Furniture Dept.
Cash or Installment.

THE SAMPSON
Is the Best

The Dainty Decorator"

l

Queensware
Alabastine

k

We will

sell you if you will

The Beaatifal Wall Coating
mmm

Studebaker
Wagons
Farm and Spring Work.

I

Mechanics Tools

Builders Hardware
In

t.

V H. VADQHN, ChUk.

HENRY L. WALDO,

i

'

THE CHEAPEST

HOSE
We Carry . . .
PAINTS, OILS AND
GLASS,

BANK

We have just received large
shipment of Rubber and Cotton
Hose. See Quality and get our
Price

GLASSWARE,
LAMPS, ETC

Made.

Ammunition---Bes- t

that one copy of the order has been
approved by endorsement thereon, and
is herewith transmitted for the files

"Delegate in
Mexico."

Congress

From

New

i

BOOlS, STATIOJYEHY,

AGAZIJYES,
Headquarters for

i

SORROWFUL

BARBED WIRE

JACOB WHLTMER

of your office.
"Very respectfully,
tions for it. With assurances of my
' "E. A. HITCHCOCK,
high esteem, I am,
"Secretary."
"Sincerely yours,
Continued from Page One.

"B. S. RODBY,

THE FIRST NATIONAL

& Field

GARDEN TOOLS

THE BEST IS

the line of Guns and

PENSION ORDERS.
J. PALEN, Prrnirt
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"Washington, March 15, 1904.
"The Commissioner of Pensions:
Death of E. G. Mullers of St. Paul on
Sir Your letter has been received,
208 San Francisco St.
a Santa Fe Train on Saturday
Santa Fe. N. M. J5
Last at Albuquerque.
submitting for my consideration an order touching the rate of pension allowSARTA FE, CEO EFJOCO
ed under the act of June 27, 1890. The . E. G. Mullen, a retired real estate
order in question is as follows;
and land dealer of St. Paul, Minnesota,
SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING
"
'Department of the Interior, Bureau died suddenly on Saturday last on a
of Pensions, March 15, 1904.
Santa Fe train as the train was coming
" 'Order No. 78.
into Albuquerque. The direct cause of
At Oar
?
" 'Whereas, the act of June 27, 1890,
death was heart failure, superinduced
as amended, provides that a claimant
by a tumor, the outcome of two broken
Undertaking Parlors
shall be entitled to receive a pension ribs, received in a railroad wreck in
The
Scientific Methods of Eabalafif
Latest
not exceeding $12 per month and not North Dakota two years ago, since
less than $6 per month proportioned which time he has been almost con- ire Employed. Calls Answered fraa the Parlon Day or Nlfht or by DOROTEO SENA, Agm
to the degree of Inability to earn
Prta Road.
Oar Parlors Comlit at a Nicely and Appropriately Fitted Up Suite at No. Ill
stantly under the doctor's care.
MANUFACTURER OF
support, and In determining such in
The conditions of Mullen's sudden Uncoil Avenue, Wert Side
Plaza, Saata Fe, New Mexico,
and
each
shall
every infirmity
ability
death are
pathetic. With his
be duly considered, and the aggregate daughter, unusually
Miss Ellen Mullen, he was
ALL KIND8 OF PICTURE FRAMINGL
of the disabilities shown to be rated on his way from San Diego,
California,
DEALER IN
and,
to St. Paul, with the remains of his
'"Whereas, old age is an infirmity, son, Gilman Mullen, who died recently
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China.
the average nature and extent of which in the California city.
the experience of the pension bureau
Repairing of fine watchea and Jewelry work a specialty.
The
is prostrated, but exhas established with reasonable cer pects todaughter
continue her journey to St.
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MTltt tainty; and
Paul tomorrow with two dead loved
" 'Whereas, by act of Congress in
FINE MONUME NTS TO ORDEr.
ones under her care, instead of one.
247 San Francisco
1887, when 39 years had elapsed after Gilman Mullen's death was the direct
the Mexican war, all soldiers of said result of injuries received in a fire
war who were over 62 years of age which
the family home In
were placed on the pension roll; and St. Pauldestroyed
December.
last
" 'Whereas, thirty-nin- e
years will
There's a flutter of joy in my bosom When I get maple syrup in trade.-- . have elapsed on April 13, 1904, since
Away ahead of all at Bon Ton.
A cold rain was falling, a fog hid the the civil war and there are many sur
Tonight,
62 years of age,
over
vivors
A smile stealing over my face,
earth,
$25.00 to California via Santa Fe.
A courage within giveth strength to
The weather as drear as could be,
"'Now, therefore ordered; (1) In
The bookkeeper swore I was cross as the adjudication of pension claims un
my voice
And I feel that I'm still in the race.
a bear,
der said act of June 27, 1890, as amend
The office boy fought shy of me;'
My rjcart beats with vigor as new
ed, it shall be taken and considered as
The world seemed out of gear until an evidential fact, if the contrary
hopes arise
Hence I'm thrilling a glad roundeTom Smith came in
does not appear, and if all other legal
With that jug full of syrup so fine,
lay,
requirements are properly met, that,
I
' For I can now
get maple syrup in Says he, "I will guarantee this No. 1. when a claimant has passed the age AND MISCELLANEOUS ADS- Can you use it on that bill of mine?" of 62 years he is disabled one-hal- f
trade,
in
The first jugful came in today.
ability to perform manual labor and is
ATTENTION LETTERS Earn $20
"The sharp, chilly nigiits may be hard Could I? ajl my cares disappeared in entitled to be rated at $6 per month; per 100 writing short letters from
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
after 65 years at $8 per month; after copy; address with stamped
for the wheat,
thin air
envelope
entire stock of
7Ke frost may heave clover awry.
And I reach for that jug with a smile 68 years at $10 per month; and after for particulars. Albion Specialty Co.,
The warm, pleasant days thaw the A sigh of relief eased the bookkeeper's 70 years at $12 per month.
Albion, Mich.
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INDIAN
mud till the roads
heart
"(2). Allowances at higher rate,
.Caie the average merchant to sigh. And the office boy capered the while not exceeding $12 per month, will con FOR SALE Sweet cream and
DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.
BASKETS.
The vehicle trade may be dormant the They knew that my temper would now tinue to be made as heretofore, where choice fresh new laid
eggs for table
remain sweet,
while,
At less than Cost
uisaoiuues oioer man age show a use. Also White Leghorn eggs for
Yet you'd think that my fortune was They no longer need fear a tirade; condition of inability to perform man
Send orders to Mrs. Hinckley,
setting.
For nothing can ruffle my spirit's ual labor.
made
Johnson Street.
TOURISTS:
Could you know of the sweet peace
sweet calm
(o). This order shall take effect
ik X
;
which dwells in my soul
When I get maple syrup in trade.
ANY ONE desiring male holp of any
April 13, 1904, and shall not be deemDo
ed retroactive.
The former rules of kind please notify Alan R. ilcCord,
the office fixing the minimum and max- Secretary Capital City Band.
&
do
imum at 65 years and 75 years respecFOR SALE Fine saddle pony. In'
tively are hereby modified as above.'
V
"E. F. WARE,
Send for. Catalogue
quire at Claire Hotel.
Sign of the Old
"Commissioner of Pensions."
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